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ABSTRACT

The green cemetery also known as the eco-cemetery, woodland

cemetery, memorial nature preserve and natue reserve burial ground,

is a relatively recerf and environmentally sensitive burial option. The

following practicum compares the evolution, cultural importance and

environmental impact of the traditional North American cemetery

model to the green cemetery. This green cemetery model is then applied

to generate a landscape design and a set of programrnatic guidelines

for an expansion to the Brandon Municipal Cemetery in Brandon,

Manitoba.
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"Song of Myself'

A child said What is grass? Fetching it to me with full/Hands;
How could I answer the child? I do not know what it is any more than/he...

...And now it seerns to me the beautiful uncut hair of/graves.

Tenderly will I use you curling grass,

It may be that you transpire from the breasts of young men,

It may be if I had known them I would have loved them,

It may be you are from old people, or from offspring
taken soon out of their mothers' laps,/And here you are the mothers' laps.

This grass is very dark to be from the white heads of old/mothers,
Darker than the colorless beards of old men,

Dark to come from the faint red roofs of mouths.

O I perceive after all so many uttering tongues,

And I perceive they do not come from the roofs of/mouths for nothing.

I wish I could translate the hints about the dead young/men and women,

And the hints about the old men and mothers, and the

offspring taken soon out oftheir laps.

What do you think has become of the young and old/men?

And what do you think has become of the women and/children?

They are alive and well somewhere,
The smallest sprout shows there is really no death,

And if ever there was it led forward life, and does not
wait at the end to anest it,/And ceas'd the moment life appear'd.

All goes onward and outward, nothing collapses,

And to die is different from what any one supposed, and/luckier...

I depart as air, shake my white locks at the runaway sun,

I effuse my flesh in eddies, and drift in lacy jags.

I bequeath myself to the dirt to grow from the grass lilove,
If you want me again look under your boot-soles.

You hardly know who I am or what I mean,

But I shall be good health to you nevertheless,

And filter and fibre your blood.

Failing to fetch me at first keep encouraged,

Missing me one place search another,/l stop somewhere waiting for you.

Walt Whitman.
pg.v



TNTRODUCTION

The traditional North American Cemetery model has evolved

through a series of conceptual, stylistic and operational shifts. The

cemetery's increasing reliance on profrt combined with the funerary

industry's emphasis on flre preservation of burial artefacts, including human

remains, and the permanence of the landscape have resulted in increasingly

environmental ly unsustainable cemetery design and management practices.

Despite the negative environmental implications of many contemporary

cemetery designs, these landscapes play an important socio-cultural role.

The green cemetery, an ecologically sensitive burial option common

throughout England, Scotland and other European countries, has recently

begun to appear in North America. It has been shown that this model

provides the same cultural and psychological benefits as the traditional

cemetery, acting as a repository for personal and collective memory and

aiding in the grieving process, but has the added benefit of providing an

environmentally sensitive framework for cemetery design.

This practicum uses the green cemetery model to generate a design

and programmatic framework for the expansion of the Brandon Municipal

Cemetery, a traditional public, multi-denominational cemetery. Because

each green cemetery is designed in response to a specific cultural and

environmental context, the proposed design for the Brandon Municipal

Green Cemetery is one that combines an environmental sensitivity to the

surrounding northem prairie landscape with a culturally appropriate set of

programmatic guidelines and design decisions.



A: GOAL & OBJECTIVES

The goal of this practicum is to design an expansion for the existing Brandon

Municipal Cemetery, a public, multi-denominational cemetery in Brandon, Manitoba, using

the green cemetery model.

Objectives are to:

1. Explore the evolution of the modern North American cemetery model.

2. Identify the reasons for and define the negative environmental consequences of the

modern North American cemetery model.

3. Define the personal and cultural value of the cemetery within the North American

context.

4. Explore the evolution of the green cemetery model and identiff its defining

characteristics.

5. Compare the green cemetery model to the traditional North American cemetery

model on a cultural and environmental level.

6. Determine how the green cemetery may be applied to a cemetery design in the urban

context within a northern prairie environment.



B: METHODOLOGY

A survey of available literature, research on traditional and green cemetery precedents,

and an independent study of the Brandon site and its context, have been conducted in order

to achieve the objectives and ultimate goal of this practicum. These research findings, in

combination with an analysis of the Brandon site have been used to guide and support design

decisions.

The main body of research for the written portion of this practicum has originated through

a review of existing literature including academic, media, commercial and governmental

resources. It is important to note that, when compared to the body of work dedicated to

the study of the history and design of the traditional North American cemetery, alternative

cemetery models, such as the green cemetery, have been largely under-represented. No doubt

this lack of formal study is a direct result of the scarcity of existing green cemeteries within the

North American context. With the slow movement of the concept from Britain into the United

States and the development of several North American green cemetery sites, however, some

American literature is now available, though Canadian sources are still scarce.



SECTION 1: BACKGROUND - SITUATING THE CEMETERY

The evolution of North American cemetery design has been

purctuated by a series of conceptual, stylistic and operational shifts.

These shifts often arose in response to changes in public opinion,

religious doctrine, scientific discovery and technological innovation.

One significant change, the increased privatization of the cemetery in

the United States and Canada since the eighteenth century, has resulted

in a conesponding reliance on profit. The growing reliance on profit,

in combination with what has been describe as our North American

culture's 'denial of death', has resulted in an increasing emphasis being

placed on the permanence of the burial artefacts and cemetery landscape.

This image of permanence has largely been accomplished through

perpetual maintenance plans and the preservation of the remains. These

preservation techniques, such as embalming and entombment, have had

a cumulative negative impact on the environment.

Despite the environmental unsustainability of current cemetery

design and management practices, these landscapes play an irnportant

cultural and psychological role. Simply, they act as a repository for

personal and collective memory, provide passive green space within

urban and suburban areas and aid in the grieving process.

pg.4



A: HISTORICAL CONTEXT

Although we can point to several common global traditions, attitudes towards death

and burial vary greatly geographically and temporally. These differences reflect the affected

group's religious and cultural beliefs as well as the physical, geographic, and economic realities

of their lives. As this practicum deals specifically with the contemporary Canadian context,

the scope of this research has been limited to the evolution of the modern North American

cemetery and those events and precedents that have directly influenced its development.

Ritual burial, as a primary means of disposing of the dead, has been common practice

globally for thousands of years. The first significant use of the practice arose during the

Neolithic period, a time characterized in part by the development of settled villages and the

domestication of plants and animals. One theory explaining the development of ritual burial of

the dead suggests that, as communities settled into sedentary, agricultural ways of life, there

was a new recognition of the natural cycles of life and death. Mythologist Joseph Campbell

writes that burial was akin to planting the deceased for later rebirth or renewal (Gazis-Sax,

1ee6).

Use of the cemetery to bury the dead has also had a long history. Lewis Mumford ( 1 961),

in The City in History, suggests that "The dead were the first to have permanent dwelling... [a

place] to which the living [could return regularly to visit their ancestors.] ... the city of the dead

is the forerunner to, almost the core, of every living city". The word cemetery itself originates

from the Greek kointêtêrion,meaning 'a place where one sleeps'(Jackson and Camilo, 1989:

207). This idea of the sleeping dead manifests itself in modern Christian theology, for example

in the concept of the resurrection, as well as in North American secular culture. Being afraid

of "waking the dead", feeling the need to be quiet near the grave, and a belief in the ability to

communicate with the dead originates, to some extent, from the notion that the dead can hear



and remember. In North American culture, even today, we visit and tend the graves of loved

ones, bring flowers and respect moments of silence.

Early Romans housed the cremated remains of their deceased in underground chambers

called hypogeum or catacombs. As Christianity evolved through the first century CE, and until

the religion was officially recognizedby Constantinople in 313 (Stockstad, 1995), a majority

of the religious lives of its followers was spent in these chambers alongside their dead. This

close association between everyday Christian religious practice and the presence of the

dead continued in Western Europe until well into the eighteenth century (Sloan. 1991:24).

Churchyards, and in many cases the basements, porches, and eves of the church itself, were

used to bury members of the congregation. At the same time, the poor who could not afford

the churchyard fees and those who couldn't be buried in the churchyard, f'or religious or other

reasons, were interred in potter's flelds outside the consecrated ground.

As Europeancities grewin size andpopulation duringthe fourteenthtln'ough seventeenth

centuries, overcrowding in urban cemeteries and common graves became an increasing

problem. The disinterment of older remains and their placement in charnel houses became

a popular solution in France and other countries

until the mid eighteenth century (Ragon, 1 983 :5 I ).

This overcrowding coincided with several events

that lead, ultimately, to the movement of burial

grounds outside the boundaries of the cities and

towns. As plagues ravaged the urban populations

of Europe during the period, scientifrc achievements began to link the development and spread

of disease to poor sanitation and overcrowding. Cemetery reformers held that the overcrowded

churchyard burying grounds, with their dense and often shallow graves, should be the first to

change (Sloan, 1991:35). They proposed that all cemeteries be moved away from the cities in

Figure l: An Urban Churchyard at St. Thomas the

Martyr, City of Bristol c.1200



order to stop the spread of disease. By the end of the eighteenth century a similar move was

being undertaken in the United States and Canada.

Prior to the American Revolution (1796-1855) four types of burial predominated in

NorthAmerica (Sloan, 1991:35). The earliest of these was the pioneer grave, an isolated and

typically unmarked grave site. The second, the domestic burial ground, was generally restricted

to family and close neighbours and typically contained a cluster of graves located on or close to

the homestead. The third and fourth types, the churchyard and the potter's field or mass grave,

evolved in a similar manner to their European counterparts. By the mid eighteenth century, the

majority of burial in North American cities was within the limits of the churchyard. Though

contained within the consecrated ground of the churchyard, burial during this period was not

as permanent as it is today. Both European and American cemeteries frequently relocated the

remains of their dead to make way for the newly departed. Consequently, commemoration

of the dead was not commonly practiced in these early churchyard cemeteries. Underscoring

the temporary nature of the burial were the teachings of the Catholic and Calvinist doctrine,

which held that the mortal flesh was corrupt. Only when the body was dead could the soul join

God. Contrary to the modern importance placed on connecting permanence of the grave with

memory of the individual, graveyards of the 1700's were seen as a reminder of death and a

warning against sin (Rogers, 2007 :332).

By the late eighteenth century public health had also become more of a concern in

North America and, by the end of the American Civil War, burial within city limits was often

prohibited by law (Jackson and Camilo, 1989:11). This movement of the cemetery from the

city to its outskirts, the development of the "rural" or "garden" cemetery, coincided with the

secularization of burial practices in both North America and Europe. Colonial burial grounds

and churchyards in the New World began to be seen as unacceptable for more than sanitary

reasons. It was thought that they reflected old ideas and dated theologies, a poor reflection of



the growing power of the American city (Sloan,I99l:13). After the Civil War, public funds

were used increasingly for civic monuments commemorating dead heroes (Rogers, 2001:331).

Creation of the rural cemetery represented a shift in social values as the American middle class

embraced romantic notions of death and personal commemoration.

In Europe, the industrial revolution and more local events such as the French

Revolution, marked the replacement of court dominated aristocratic culture by more egalitarian

forms of govemance (Rogers, 2001:330). Movement of middle-class populations into the

suburbs, away from the chaotic and industrial city centers, also coincided with an increasing

popularity of romantic notions of the "rural paradise" (Ragon, 1983:210). With the decline of

Puritanism toward the end of the 1700's, the idea of heaven as a garden of paradise (unheard of

in pre-eighteenth century western theology) began to take hold. Symbols of plants, vegetative

endurance and cyclical rebirth became common on tombstones. It was during this period that

Thoreau and Emerson were developing the philosophy of transcendentalism and preaching

communion with nature (Rogers, 2001).

In 1801 the first legislation was drafted in France allowing the development of public

cemeteries outside city limits (Rogers, 2001:333). Père-Lachaise, located just outside the city

limits of Paris at the time, became one of the first well-established European rural cemeteries.

This fourty-eight acre site was planned by architect Alexandre-Theodore Brongniart in 1803

and later expanded to fill one hundred and seven acres (Jackson and Camilo, 1989:16). The

design took full advantage of the site's existing views and landscape features and, unlike

its predecessors, was designed as much for the visitor as for the dead. The circulation plan

incorporated an axial path suitable for carriages and funeral processions, monumental focal

points and a picturesque, serpentine pedestrian path bordered by naturalistic planting. The

design was intended to represent the pastoral landscapes of memory. The natural setting was

presented as a backdrop to civilization in a manner that was characteristic of the English



landscape aesthetic of the time, the picturesque or sublime 'wild nature'viewed as subordinate

(Sloan, 1991:49). Père-Lachaise was immediately successful and became a popular recreation

destination among the urban population of Paris and both European and North American

tourists.

Figure 2 : Père-Lachaise
Cemetery

Prior to the development of Père-Lachaise in France, and the extreme popularity of

rural cemeteries in Europe, there had been several atternpts made to develop theAmerican rural

cemetery. Although these early examples were developed outside the urban boundaries, their

designs did not incorporate the European romarrtic notions of the picturesque and they did not

have the same popular appeal as their European counterparts. Grove Street Cemetery, just north

of the original limits of New Haven, Connecticut,

had been developed in 1795 in reaction to a

yellow fever epidemic (Jackson and Camilo,

1989:14). This cemetery is considered to be the

first North American cemetery of the modern

senus (see figure 3), not only ror its location å:iÏ.'",Ï:;i".',,*igï::i:"tJ""estreet

but also for its planning and management. Concerned about the impermanence of traditional

public burial and burial grounds, this cemetery was developed as a private corporation with

the goal of maintaining permanence and securþ for the burials. As such it became the first

incorporated cemetery in North America (Sloan, 1991.,31). Not only was the Grove Street

Cemetery privately owned and operated, but the site was also completely planned, another new



development in cemetery design and one that ran contrary to the unplanned nature of the urban

churchyard. The site's circulation plan was based on the grided layout of the newest city plans

of the day, while each plot was a uniform size and faced in the same direction.

Eariy American rural cemeteries often arose though the efforts of volunteer citizen

reformers rather than through the European model of government legislation. As a result, even

today, the majority of cemeteries in Europe are public while those in North America tend

to be private. Grove Street, for instance, was private and non-denominational, founded by a

corporation and funded by the sale of burial plots. Sloane (1991:3) notes that this is indicative

of the basic differences seen today between the predominantly for-profit North American and

public European cemetery models. These differences also include the importance placed on

permanence of the burial and landscape and the emphasis on landscape over monument in the

North American cemetery.

Public popularity of Père-Lachaise in the early nineteenth century acted as a catalyst

for the rural cemetery movement in North America. Development of Mount Auburn Cemetery,

Boston, in 1825 truly launched the movement in the United States and Canada. The design,

developed by Jacob Bigelow and Henry Dearborn, president of the Massachusetts Horticultural

Society, was inspired by the picturesque aesthetic presented at Père-Lachaise and the popular

notions of romantic melancholy associated with death and the cemetery landscape (see figure

Figure 4: Sphinx Designed by Jacob Iligelow at
MountAuburn Cemetery

Figure 5: Site Plan of MountAubum Cemetery l83l



4). As the American population became more urban during the early nineteenth century, the

moral power of nature began to be an increasingly important theme in landscape design (Sloan,

199l:46). MountAuburn was developed as a landscape of commemoration and an oasis on the

outskirts of the city (Jackson and Camilo, 1989:18). It incorporated winding circulation paths,

streams and ponds into the site's naturally wooded and hilly tenain (see figure 5).

Not only was MountAuburn Cemetery significant for its design and public popularity,

but it was also the frrst to devise a set of rules dictating what elements might or might not

be added to the landscape. These regulations included restrictions on the size and style of

monuments, as well as on the types of plantings that would be acceptable on or around graves

(Rogers, 200I:334). Regardless of these restrictions, Jackson and Camilo (1989:18) note

that the landscape of Mount Auburn Cemetery rvas so popular with the public that it became

responsible for the rapid spread of the rural cemetery type throughout North America during

the mid-nineteenth century. By the latterpart of the century, these landscapes were so well used

that it was not uncommon for cemetery administrators to issue day passes to visitors (Rogers,

2001:337) and publish exhaustive lists of unacceptable activities.

Development of the cemetery within the Canadian context can be paralleled to that of

its American counterparts. As urban churchyard cemeteries in Europe and the United States

became overcrowded and began to threaten public health, similar difficulties were associated

with those in the larger Canadian centers. Cemeteries serving the city of Montreal, for instance,

were inside its fortified walls until hygienic concerns at the end of the eighteenth century

led churchwardens to petition the Attorney General of Lower Canada to have burial grounds

moved outside the city boundaries (Collard, 1988). When the new Ross Bay Cemetery in

Victoria, British Columbia, replaced the existing burial ground in 1855 (Old Cemetery Society,

2004), the first site chosen was publicly opposed because its location on the windward side

of Victoria might pose a health risk. Aesthetically as well, many Canadian cemeteries have



been modeled after contemporary American

developments. Cataraqui Cemetery in

Kingston, Ontario, opened in the early part of

the nineteenth century and was designed in the

typical rural manner of the day with winding

roads, ponds and rolling terrain patterned after

Mount Auburn ("Catalaqui Cemetery", 2004).

Even contemporary cemetery design in Canada Figure 6: Ross Bay Cemetery, Victori4 British Columbia

is highly influenced by American and, to a lesser extent, European taste.

At the height of the rural cemetery movement in the United States, users began to

complain of overcrowding. These conditions, and the appearance of the newly developed

public parks system, combined to reduce public use and interest in the cemetery landscape.

In response, Adolph Stauch developed a more formal and less picturesque cemetery type, the

"lawn park" or "landscape lawn" cemetery. The style reflected that of the new urban parks

of the rniddle-class suburbs and was intended to act as a blending of the park and cemetery

(Sloan, 1991:116). Marker size was limited, trees were thinned and views to the landscape

were opened up. In Stauch's designs, landscape took precedent over monument and a feeling of

opelìness was emphasized. One of the earliest examples of this style is Spring Grove Cemetery

in Cincinnati, Ohio. The cemetery, originally designed in the rural style, was reworked by

Stauch in 1855 (.Tackson and Camilo ,1989:22) to include visually unimpeded lawns and vistas.

By the turn of the twentieth century, the lawn park plan was the predominant style used in the

design of North American cemeteries (Sloan, I99I:l2l).

During the middle ofthe nineteenth century significant changes beginto occur in public

attitude toward death and the role of the cemetery in everyday life. After the American Civil

V/ar, there was an increasing emphasis placed on materialistic success and an optirnistic faith



in the future. North Americans began to be more interested in 'progress' than the mnemonic

devices employed by the rural cemeteries to evoke memories of the past. Coincidently it was at

this time that we see the rise of the public park system, a recreational space with all the aesthetic

charm of the rural cemetery but without the same restrictions placed on use or reminders of one's

mortality (Rogers, 200I:337). Not only had the cemetery physically moved from the center of

the city but it was now becoming relegated to the periphery of everyday life as well. The lawn

park model effectively reduced the amount of physical connection the bereaved had with the

grave by restricting the family's responsibility for design and maintenance. This reduction in

public control over the cemetery paralleled the increase in professional responsibility for the

growing funerary industry. The separation between the public and the cemetery "... threatened

people's sentimental vision of the afterlife and provoked a greater fear of death. As a means

of distancing themselves from the reality of death, Americans increasingly relied on others to

tend the dying, care for the dead and maintain the grave. This trend opened the cemetery to

entrepreneurs who viewed it as a business as well as a community service." (Sloan, 1991:98)

By the turn of the twentieth century, the lawn park cemeteries had lost some of the popularity

they once held. The emotional strength of their initial designs, hinging on the symbolic statue

viewed against a wide expanse of natural beauty, had been diminished as space filled up and

the standardized production of monuments increased their homogeneity.

The next evolution in the design of the North American cemetery landscape, the

"memorial park-"' model, became popularized in the 1920's and 1930's (Sloan, 1991 : 157) and

still represents a predominant style for contemporary cemetery design. Its theme is linked to

the design ideas of the earlier lawn park cemetery from which it evolved, and features an open

landscape unencumbered by heavy monuments. The design was intended to transform the

cemetery into an economically viable business while re-establishing it as a popular recreational

destination. The memorial park style was conceived by Hubert Eaton in I9l7 , after taking over



as cemetery director at Forest Lawn Memorial Park in Glendale, Califomia. He immediately

proposed " ...a great park, devoid of misshapen monuments and other customary signs of

earthly death, but filled with towering trees, sweeping lawns, splashing fountains, singing

birds, beautiful statuary, cheerful flowers, noble memorial architecture with interiors full of

light and color, and redolent of the world's best history and romance." (Jackson and Camilo,

1989:28) Taking a page from the advertising and sales techniques of the real-estate and

insurance industries, Eaton was the first to truly pioneer the concept of the service cemetery

and ran Forest Lawn as a business. All the elements of the cemetery and funerary industries

were united and, in the name of convenience and effrciency, Eaton required that consumers

purchase everything from them (Jackson and Camilo, 1989:30). Heavy stylistic controls were

placed on the markers and plots and it was mandated that, in order to add predominance to the

park-like setting and to free the space fiom the remembrance of death, only bronze plaques set

flush with the ground be used (Trieb, 2001:87).

Although it was located in the desert, the landscape design of Forest Lawn was

based loosely on both English garden design and the Mount Auburn Cemetery. As a result,

its lush lawns required heavy irrigation and constant maintenance (see figure 7). This heavy

maintenance regime reinforced the concepts of security and perrnanence the cemetery offered

its patrons (Sloan, l99I:182). Unlike the burial grounds of the previous centuries, where older

remains were periodically removed to make way for new, the memorial park sold a vision of

perpetual maintenance and the perrnanence ofthe burial artefacts. The cemetery would maintain

the burial plots and surrounding landscape in a pristine state, ensuring that the memory of the

deceased persisted. Jackson and Camilo (1989:31) note that "Forest Lawn is pervaded by a

paradoxical attempt to deal in the business of death while denying the fact of bodily decay . . . "

The idea of mortality is further softened by the addition of classical styles seen as enduring and

uplifting, a familiar suburban atmosphere (Sloan 1991:159) and the use of section names (such



as "Enduring Faith" and "Loving Kindness") designed to promote a sense of happiness.

Conceptually, design decisions at Forest Lawn were made to reduce the appearance of

death and foster a feeling ofjoy among its users. The design, however, came equally from the

economic realities of the time. Technological innovations such as the invention of the lawn

mower (Sloan, 1991:1i0) meant that the unimpeded lawn was much easier to maintain than

one with upright monuments. Innovations in mass production made the standardization of

markers affordable and efficient, while at the same time allowing for the purchase of unlimited

reproductions of famous statues. In an effort to increase the visibility and accessibility of the

cemetery, Forest Lawn was designed as a multifunctional landscape. Classic architectural

styles and art reproductions were installed throughout the landscape with a view to developing

a vast repository of culture and art, while couples were encouraged to marry on the cemetery

grounds (see figure 8) (Trieb, 2001:90).

Figure 7'. Flat Markers and Unimpeded Vistas, F'igure 8: Billboard Advertìsing Forest Larvn as a
Forest Larvn Memorial Park, Glendale. Califbrnia Wedding Destination

Forest Lawn Cemetery had been extremely popular with the general public during the

first half of the twentieth century and this popularity resulted in the development of over six

hundred mernodal parks inthe United States by 1935 (Sloan, 1991:160). Althoughpublicly

successful, the cemetery was also heavily criticized as a brazen attempt to buy culture and for

F'igure 8: Billboard Advertìsing Forest Larvn as a

Wedding Destination



its highly commercial nature. Despite these criticisms and the eventual loss of public interest

in the cemetery as a recreational amenity, the memorial park model continued to be highly

popular. It had become the place where disposal of the dead was promptly and effrciently taken

care of (Jackson and Camilo , 1989:29).

The slow replacement of the community cemetery with the so-called "service

cemetery", a for-proflt and privately owned venture, is often traced back to the 1850's when

Adolph Strauch simplifred and streamlined the design and management of the cemetery into

the "lawn park" model. By the 1980's it was coÍrmon to see private cemeteries run as large-

scale conglomerates, in association with funeral homes, crematoria and related industries.

Service Corporation International, for example, owned thirteen thousand acres of land and held

five percent of the American funeral market by 1989. The aim of founder Robert L. Waltrip,

was to create "the True Value Hardware of the funeral-service industry" (Jackson and Camilo,

i989:99). Jackson and Camilo (1989) note that the modern cemetery has become more about

revenue than beauty.

Despite this trend toward the 'for profit cemetery', contemporary cemetery design is

largely unchanged from the "lawn park" and "memorial park" plans of the late nineteenth

and early twentieth centuries. Minor design changes have tended to result from technological

innovations or economic necessity. A relatively recent example of profit driven change is

associated with the growing costs associated with burial. As costs to the consumer have

increased, we see a corresponding rise in the popularity of cremation, a more economical

option. Britain sees approximately seventy percent of its deaths cremated while Canada has

undergone an increase, from virtually zero percent in the 1930's, to a cremation rate of over

fourty-six percent in 1999 (Cremation Association of North America, 2003). Currently, the

Bratrdon Municipal Cemetery records show that fifty-three percent of market share have

opted for burial while CANA, the Cremation Association of North America, has forecasted



that Manitoba will cremate sixty-frve percent of its deceased by 2010 (Hilton Landmarks

Inc., 2000). In order to counter the resulting decrease in burial revenue, cemeteries have been

adding columbaria in which to house cremated remains. Revenue can then be generated from

these remains by the application of services, such as perpetual maintenance plans, commonly

associated with traditional casketed burial. Meanwhile technological innovations, such as the

development of the mechanical lawn mower in 1830 and the later invention of the backhoe in

1949 (Sloane, 1991), have resulted in wider spaces between monuments, flatter topography

and ever increasing expanses of uninterrupted lawn.

Contemporary cemetery design, both public and private, has been compared to that

of the modern subwb. Sloan (1991:126) notes that both the modern cemetery and suburban

development are typically located on large tracts of land at the outskirts of cities where space

is affordable and zoning regulations less strict. Though neither landscape tends to incorporate

the picturesque features of their earlier counterparts, they often include large tracts of irrigated

lawn and evenly spaced street trees. Even the retention pond, a typical feature in the Manitoban

suburban landscape, is often represented in our newer cemeteries (see frgure 9). In general,

these developments are planned well in advance of sale and landowners have limited say in the

character of the spaces they inhabit. Cemeteries, for instance, often place restrictions on size,

material, ornamentation and location of markers, planting and other elements. The Cemetery

By-Law for the City of Brandon (no.6632c), for example, outlines a separate set of monument,

flower affangement and landscaping regulations for each type of burial section.

Figure 9: Retention Pond at Glenlarvn Memorial
Gardens, Winnipeg, Manitoba

Figure I0: FlatMarkers and Geese at Glenlawn
Memorial Gardens, Winnipeg, Manitoba.



In its emulation of the suburban landscape and pursuit of the suburban dweller, modern

cemetery design has also attracted criticisms typically associated with suburbia. Of primary

concem to this practicum is the charge of environmental unsustainability. Environmental

issues associated with the modern cemetery can be linked to its profit-driven nature and the

industry's increasing emphasis on the pennanence of the burial artefacts.



B: ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT

Permanence and Profit

In the past, cemetery design typologies underwent periodic reappraisals in reaction to

changes in policy, style and public opinion. The general lack of interest in the burial landscape

that has persisted for the last sixty years, however, has encouraged the modern cemetery

industry to maintain an environmentally unsustainable status quo. As cemeteries became

increasingly profrt driven, they assumed responsibility for the maintenance of monuments,

roads and planting. Mount Auburn was the first North American cemetery to implement the

perpetual care plan (Sloan, l99I:9), a requirement of the vast majority of modern cemeteries.

In Canada, cemeteries in many provinces are required to establish and maintain a perpetual care

fund (Belford,2004). Under these plans a percentage of the initial sale of services is set aside to

irrigate, fèrtilize and mow lawns, resurface roads, install and maintain decorative plantings and

repair monuments in perpetuity. Maintenance plans have become a primary source of revenue

for these developments and are sold under the auspice of maintaining the landscape, and by

association the remains of the deceased, in a permanent and perpetual state of order.

Figure I I: Astroturf Over the Site
of a New Burial at Forest Larvn
Memorial Garden. Glendale,
Calit'omia

In order to achieve more environmentally sustainable burial landscapes, it is important

to understand the powerful connection that has been drawn between the permanence of the

burial artefacts, including the remains, and the permanence of memory. The funeral and burial



industries have made pennanence a cornerstone of their philosophies and a strategy for the

generation of profit. Since burial moved from the churchyard into the rural cemeteries of the

nineteenth century, there has been an increasing emphasis placed on the idea of security and

permanence. Previously, it had been common for remains in church grounds to be disinterred

after a relatively short period of time. Physical security of the burial site evolved partially

from the emphasis on personal commemoration popularized after the American Civil War, and

partially as a reaction to the upheavals of cemetery reforms of the previous century. One of the

primary goals of the New Haven Burial Ground, for instance, was the guaranteed security of

the graves (Sloan, 199I:31). This notion of security has evolved into the permanent memorials

and unchanging landscapes of the modem cemetery.

Perpetual maintenance is by no means restricted to the landscape and memorial. Over

the last three centuries it has increasingly begun to extend below the surface of the cemetery

to include the remains of the departed and other artifacts. Embalming, rarely employed in

the United States until the 1880's (Iserson, 1994:186), took over from cooling as the primary

means of temporary preservation after the American Civil War (Sloan, T99l:I20). During the

war, large numbers of bodies and the long distances required to transport them to burial meant

that adequate cooling was impossible at the time and embalming was used as an alternative

(Sloan, l99I:174). Today, embalming has become a standard treatment in Canada and the

United States. A study conducted in 1992 by the Ontario Ministry of the Environment found

that an estimated ninety percent of all burials in that province were of embalmed remains

(Chan, Scafe and Emam|1992:1). Similarly, the American Federal Trade Commission states

that more than ninety percent of casketed burials and fourteen percent of cremations are

of embalmed remains (Iserson, 1994:224). The process is also increasing in popularity in

Great Britain and Australia, though it is still uncofiuron throughout most European countries

(Iserson, 1994:185). Despite its North American popularity, embalming is often only required



by law in Canada and the United States if the body is being transported over long distances,

or if the person died of a communicable disease (Hanzlick, 1994:124). The public perception

that embalming is required has been encouraged by the funeral industry, the sole suppliers of

the service.

Embalming is defined by Iserson (1994:185) as "the art of disinfecting dead bodies and

thereby slowing the process of decomposition." It is a process that hardens the body's proteins,

preserving them temporarily from enzyme and bacterial destruction. According to the Web

site of the V/yoming Funeral Director's Association (Rostad, 2001), embalming is performed

for three reasons:

"1. The primary purpose of embahning is as a disinfectant. While some pathogens

die soon after the death of the host, it is also true that many dangerous organisms
have the ability to survive for long periods of time in dead tissue. Persons coming
in direct contact with the un-embalmed body can become infected as well as there

being the possibility of flies or other agents transferring pathogens to humans and

infecting them.

2. The second putpose of embalming is preservation. The prevention of putrefaction
and decomposition allows the disposition of the remains by burial, cremation, or
entombment to take place without the odours or other unpleasantness that would
accompany uncared for remains.

3. The third purpose of embalming is restoration. Retuming the body to a life-like
appearance has received many critics, but the custom of viewing the body after
death in a state of rest remains a practice of proven psychological wofih."

In effect, the sale of embalming services, as well as other perpetual care and maintenance

packages, have been connected to the preseruation of the sacred memory of the deceased

and plays on the fears of mourners. Iserson (I994:I89) notes that the public health reasons

for the use of embahning remains unproven and, unless the individual died of a contagious

disease, un-embalmed remains pose no greater risk to public health than do the living. Phrases

such as "possibility of flies or other agents..." and "unpleasantness that would accompany



uncared for remains" have been calculated to imply that the absence of embalming equates to

an unloved departed. Proponents of the third purpose of embalming, "retuming the body to a

life-like appearance", argue.that the sight of an aesthetically pleasing body, one that appears

to be sleeping, will leave mourners with an improved memory of the deceased. Critics suggest

that the practice simply reinforces our society's denial of death. Sloan (1991:118) notes the

diminishing sense of mortality as an organizing principle in North American culture, a culture

that is today "relentlessly cheerful', where youth is celebrated and the place for the cemetery

in everyday life is denied.

"The American way of death contains within it strange contradictions. Presentation of
the corpse to family and friends is the clearest and most vivid con-firmation that a person
is indeed dead. Yet the rnetaphorical associations of sleeping in a cozy casket and the
euphemisms of undertakers'discourse... all serve to present a negation or denial of
death." (Chamberlain, 2001)

New technological innovations have

also meant the evolution of bodily preservation

techniques. Cryonic Suspension, a method of quickly

and pernranently freezing the body before the onset

of decomposition (see figure 12), was popularized by

Robeft Ettinger in 1964 with his book, "The Prospect

of Immortality" (lserson, 1994:288). The Cryonics

Institute describes the process on its Web site (http://www.cryonics.org): "As soon as possible

after legal death, a member patient is plepared and cooled to a temperature where physical

decay essentially stops and is then maintained indefinitely in cryostasis. When, and it future

medical technology allows, our member patients hope to be healed and revived and awaken to

extended life in youthful good health."

Figure I2: Human Remains in
Cryonic Suspension.



The ancient art of mummification has also

been updated and is now being offered by Summum,

a Utah based company, for people and pets. The

procedure, which involves encasing the remains

in resin, polyurethane membrane and layers of

fiberglass (see flgures i3 and 14), is described in

their publicity material (http://www.summum.us)

as "a very thorough, detailed, yet gentle process that

allows you to be memorialized for etemity. Mummification is the only form of Permanent

Preservation. The rites of Mummification allow you to leave this life in as beautiful a manner

as possible."

The search for permanent preseruation of the body, and of the cemetery landscape itselt

is often cited as a symptom of the modern North American's increasing separation from death.

Howarth (2000:128) notes that the clear division between life and death originated with the

separation of the Christian worlds of the dead (heaven and hell) from the living, the dominant

philosophy beginning in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. The religious

distancing of the public from death was supported by advances in medicine, the development

of professional funeral management and public hospitals. The discovery of germs and disease

vectors that spurred the rural cemetery movement during the eighteenth century (Sloan, l99I:

145) brought about an increased reliance on the medical profession to handle the dying and the

funeral industry to care for the dead. Before this period, the family would prepare the body,

administer many of the funerary and burial tasks and maintain the burial landscape.

As the scope of the funeral industry expanded during the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries the associated language began to change as well. The undertaker became the 'funeral

director', coffin became 'casket', bodies of the dead became 'remains of loved ones' that

Figures 13 & 14:Mod-
ern Mummifìcation as

Practiced by Summum



were no longer buried but 'interred' or 'laid to rest, while graves became 'plots' that were

not dug but'opened'and'closed'. The word'cemetery'itself only commonly replaced the

word 'graveyard' after the development of Mount Auburn in 1825. This new term, from the

Greek koimêtêrioz meaning 'a place where one sleeps' (Sloan, I99l:207), emphasizes the

growing death taboo in North American society. This language, and the supporting attitude,

has persisted to this day and North American society is often described as having a profound

fear ofdeath (Sloan, 1991:118).

The denial of the realities of death as a part of life, in combination with the cemetery's

historic association with recreation, has resulted in the gradual removal of symbols of death

from the burial landscape. The memorial parks, popularized in the early part of the twentieth

century, were the first cemeteries to systematically eliminate all traces of death from their

designs. Flat markers, heavily maintained grounds and uplifting imagery resulted in this

century's paradox: the attempt to deal in the business of death while denying the fact of bodily

decay(Sloan, 1991:31). Thisculturalseparationbetweenlifeanddeathisseenasanimportant

causative agent in the move of the cemetery to the margins of urban life, the underlying basis

fbr the emphasis on permanence within the burial landscape and the corresponding ecologically

unsustainable nature of the modern North American cemetery.



Environmental Consequences

Since the eighteenth century,, when hygienic reasons forced the urban burial ground

into rural locations, the cemetery has been associated with the pollution of local environments.

Problems that arose during the 1700's, however, were primalily a result of high burial density

and shallow burial depths. Natural systems within the soil, which are so effrcient at breaking

down and recycling decaying matter, were simply overwhelmed. Today, pollution originating

within the cemetery relates more to our wish to circumvent the natural envirorunental systerns

at work than with the remains themselves. As Santarsiero, Cutilli, Cappiello and Minelli (2000:

742) note, the aim of the contemporary burial custom is to "allow the family to remember their

dead through the preservation of the body. The system of burial is tied to the perpetuity of the

sepulchle and to the conservation of the coffln and of the burial site which favour the conserva-

tion of the body rather than decomposition..."

As a result of the importance of permanence to modern burial and mouming practices,

the cemetery landscape has evolved into a lúghly ursustainable system. The resulting envi-

ronmental problerns, however, tend to be rnuch less obvious than they were in the eiglrteenth

century. As a result, it is only relatively recently that any study has been done on the effects of

the cemetery landscape on the environment. Spongberg and Becks (2000) note that in 2000,

at the time of publication of their survey on soil contaminants within the cemetery landscape,

no studies had yet been conducted within the United States. Despite this lack of scientifrc

research, several conclusions can be drawn, not the least of which involves the scope of the

problem. Unsustainable practices involve design decisions and maintenance activities as well

as the character and treatment of remains and burial artefacts.

In order to maintain a landscape that appears to remain unchanged over time, a great

deal of energy and material, such as water, fuel and nutrients, are required. The use of exotic



and less hardy plant species requiring high levels of maintenance is com.mon. As in the tradi-

tional suburb, cemetery lawns are typically sodded with Kentucky Blue Grass (Poa pratensis),

a notorious consumer of water and nutrients, while streets are often lined with a single tree spe-

cies. Machinery used in the maintenance of lawns, trees and plantings, as well as for opening

and closing of burial plots has resulted in an increasing amount of fossil fuels burned during

everyday operations. This increased mechanization, as well the increased focus on design-

ing for vehicular circulation, has resulted in several other conditions. Cemetery design now

includes large amounts of impermeable paved surface in the form of roads and parking lots,

increasing mnoffand decreasing soil moisture, while plots and lawn space have become larger

and flatter to accommodate machinery access and mowing.

Landscape maintenance also tends to add high levels of biocides (herbicides and pesti-

cides) and fertilizers to the soil, groundwater and air. These chemicals, combined with chemi-

cals originating fì'om the buried remains and other funerary artefacts, have been found to cause

localized soil pollution. The type, scope and severity of contamination depend on local soil and

climatic variables, levels of maintenance and composition and character of the buried artefacts

themselves. Studies conducted in Australia (Dent and Knight, 1998; Dent, 2002), the United

States (Spongberg and Becks, 2000) and Canada (Chan, Scafe and Emami, 1992) have found

that the most common inorganic pollutants within cemetery soil are Nitrogen, Chlorine, Sul-

fate, Sodium,Iron, Magnesium and Phosphorus. Nitrogen and Phosphorus, plant nutrients and

the main components of most fertilizers, are especially harmful to water systems. Increased

levels of these elements in local water systems promote the growth of algal blooms and the

eventual de-oxygenation of the water body. The end result of this process is a reduction in spe-

cies diversity within the affected waterway.

Since the late 1990's the effects of cemetery developments on groundwater and other

water systems has increasingly been a topic of scientiflc interest. Dent and Ifuight (1998:



451) argue that, when discussing the environmental effects of a cemetery on groundwater,

the cemetery is akin to a landflll or a "limited range of essentially organic matter covered by

soil fill". The authors acknowledge, however, that the effects of burial on the environment

involve a complex, and not entirely understood, set of variables. Pollution of the ground water

by buried remains, for instance, depends on the rate of decomposition, the rate at which by-

products of decomposition are able to move through the soil and the composition of the buried

artefacts themselves.

In a natural system, energy and nutrients held within the remains of an organism return

to the system via the processes of decomposition. Organic remains, such as the human body,

undergo three phases of decomposition; the gas phase, colliquative phase and skeletalization,

giving rise to gaseous, liquid and solid outflows respectively. On average, for an individual

weighing eighty kilograms (or one hundred and seventy-six pounds), a body will leach out ap-

proximately fifty litres of liquid, or 'wastewater', in the first year after interment (Santarsiero,

Cutilli, Cappiello and Minelli, 2000). These products of decomposition, depending on their

make up and relationship to the burial environment, can compound the environmental effects

of the cemetery landscape. The slower the rate at which these by-products are able to move

through the soil, the more they are purifred by the soil and organisms within the soil. Uçisik

and Rushbrook (1998) note that the ideal soil to maximize this process is "...a clay-sand mix

of low porosity and a small to fine grain texture", the same soil type found in many prairie set-

tings such as Manitoba.

Human remains decompose at atate that is dependant on a variety of factors. The pri-

mary soil parameters affecting decomposition rates include temperature, permeability, pH and

chemical composition (Santarsiero, Minelli, Cutilli and Cappiello, 2000). Other parameters

can also have a profound effect. These include environmental variables such as the amount

of rainfall, height of water table and amount of ground cover; gender, size and health of the



individual at time of death; and cultural variables including treatment of the body after death,

type of casket, presence of other burial containers and depth of burial. Results from an Italian

study indicate that in their climate, under ideal soil and burial conditions, a body may reach

near skeletalization in as little as ten years (Santarsiero, Cutilli, Cappiello and Minelli, 2000).

Due to the highly localized and variable nature of decomposition rates, there is no available in-

formation specifrc to Manitoba. One can surmise, however, that in our northem prairie climate,

with its heavily clayed soils and long winters, complete decomposition would considerably

longer.

As noted above, the method of burial will also affect rate of decomposition. The use

of concrete or steel burial vaults, hermetically sealed caskets and plastic or rubber body bags

and liners, for instance, will greatly extend the decomposition period. Santalsiero, Cutilli,

Cappiello and Minelli (2000) found that entombment within a sealed container, such as a

casket or vault, can decrease decomposition rate by th¡ee threefold by sealing in wastewater

and keeping air out. Depth of burial has a similar effect, the deeper the burial the slower the

rate. By-laws governing the City of Brandon (Cemetery By-law no. 6632c:3) require that

"every regular grave for the burial of an adult shall be a minimum or six feet (one point eight

meters) in depth...". An increasingly common addition to the modem cemetery is the double

loaded burial in which one casket is buried on top of another. Brandon will allow a double

loaded interment where the upper-most casket is buried at a depth of two point three meters

(seven and a half feet) or more. Though burial depth affects decomposition rates, it also has

serious air pollution and public health implications. Shallow burial can increase the amount

of air pollution from gaseous products of decomposition (primarily the aromatic amines,

methane (CH+) and hydrogen sulfrde (HzS); and mercaptans, ammonia (NH3) and phosphine

(PH:)) (Santarsiero, Minelli, Cutilli and Cappielo, 2000:136), a highly undesirable outcome

especially in an urban setting.



As the North American burial ritual has become increasingly connected to the concept

of permanence, human remains ale often treated in a variety of ways prior to burial in order to

delay natural decomposition and the return of the body to the earth. In The Basics oJ'Funeral

Direction(Rostad,2001), publishedby the Wyoming Funeral DirectorsAssociation, embalming

is described as a process that "allows the body to decompose by oxidation and dissolution rather

than by putrefaction or rotting". This statement is misleading as 'putrefaction' and 'rotting'

are synonymous with decomposition, while oxidation is improbable given that remains are

typically entombed in air tight caskets and vaults. According to the National Funeral Director's

Association (Cook, 1999), approximately two million embalmed bodies are buried in the

United States each year. The embalming process involves the replacement of bodily fluids with

embalming fluid, typically a two percent solution of formaldehyde (a preservative and known

carcinogen). Hanzlick (1994:126) notes that, other than fbrmaldehyde a¡rd formaldehyde

polymers such as paraformaldehyde and trioxane, embalming fluid also often contains other

preservatives such as acetaldehyde, dialdehydes such as glyoxal and glutaraldehyde, alcohols

such as methanol and phenol, quartenary ammonia compounds such as zepharin chloride;

anticoagulantstypically citrates, oxalates, borates, ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, magnesium

sulfate, sodium chloride, sodium sulfate, or sodium phosphate; perfumes such as flower based

compounds, aromatic esters and synthetic compounds; surfoctants to reduce surface tension,

improve the ability of blood to flow from the capillaries ærd promote the ability of embalming

fluid to permeate through the capillaries, typically soaps, alkylor arylsufonates, salts of

sulfated alcohols, oils, and condensation products of ethylene oxide, amides, and fatty acids;

natural and synthetic dyes used to simulate natural tissue color; modifiing agents consisting of

moisturizing or dehydrating agents (glycerin, sorbitol or lanolin), buffers, carbonates, borates,

and inorganic salts, and finally vehicles such as alcohols, glycerine compounds and water to

carry the various embalming chemicals through the system.



The average body will hold three an a half gallons of embalming solution, resulting

in the burial of approximately seven million gallons per year in the United States alone

(Lean, 1999) of this highly toxic agent. Although very little is known about the breakdown

and movement of these compounds within the environment (Cook, 1999), researchers and

governmental agencies have recently become alerted to the potential of pollution, both within

cemetery lands and to neighbouring areas. Santarsiero, Minelli, Cutilli and Cappiello (2000)

refèrs to the buried body as a 'point source of pollution' and indicates that the soil, subsoil,

groundwater and water table may be affected. As wastewater containing embalming fluid

diffuses through the soil, it is feared that water systems including groundwater, neighbouring

wetlands and local drinking water may also be affected. Arsenic, used in the embalming

process until 1905 (Spongberg and Becks, 2000), has been found in higher that expected

concentrations in the ground water of several historic cemeteries in the United States (Belford,

2004). More locally, tests conducted by the Ontario Ministry of the Environmerftinlgg2, f'ound

low levels of f'ormaldehyde in groundwater sumounding cemeteries (Chan, Scafe and Emami,

1992). Although the study concluded that there was little need for concern, similar studies are

currently being done in California, Britain and Australia. Lean (1999) notes that in the United

States municipal water authorities don't currently test fbr fbrmaldehyde. Cook (1999) adds that

guidelines for municipal water authorities don't recommend testing for formaldehyde nor have

they set a standard for how much formaldehyde is too much.

As noted in Part A of this section, embalming has been popularized by the funerary

industry partially through claims of its ability to disinfect the dead body. Dr. Fredrick, a

funeral industry leader in 1969, is quoted as having described the un-embalmed body as a

"...bacterial bomb...fully capable of exploding with disastrous effects on public health and

the well being of mortuary personnel..." (Iserson, 1994:188). Generally, however, reasons

for embalming have more to do with sentiment and modern funerary practice than any real



public health concerns. Iserson (T994:188) notes that the dead human body presents no greater

risk to the general public than do the living. Once interred, the majority of infectious disease

and pathogenic saprophyte (microorganisms that feed on decaying organic matter) that may

present ahazard have a limited life span. Cholera vibrio can last approximately four weeks

while some of the more resistant spores may survive up to three years (Santarsiero, Minelli,

Cutilli and Cappiello,2000:136). Real public health issues arise as burial densities increase

and the soil within the burial ground becomes saturated to the point where it loses its power of

purification.

Adding to the concern is the probability that other burial afiefacts are also leaching

harmful materials, including varnishes, preservatives, sealants and metals, into the

environment. The modern NorthAmerican burial typically includes embalmed remains within

a watertight, sealed casket enclosed in a sealed vault, covered with soil. An Ontario survey

recently found that this was the case in nearly ninety percent of all burials (Chan, Scaf-e and

Emami, 1992:1). Typically, modern wooden caskets are constructed from hardwoods include

oak, cherry, poplar, maple, walnut and endangered tropical varieties such as mahogany

(Iserson, 1994:467). Although wooden coffrns predominated as the receptacle of choice until

the mid-¡wentieth century, today three quarters of the caskets produced in the Unites States are

steei and hermetically sealed. Other, more expensive options include polished copper, bronze,

stainless steel, plastic, fiberglass (see figure 15), zinc, aluminum and marble. Most caskets

include interiors lined with velvet, crepe or taffeta and some come fully equipped with interior

lighting.
Fígure 15: A Fiberglass Casket, The Brentwood Casket from En-
duroglas.

"The Brenhvood Model in Victorian oak. complete rvith champagne
velvet and fan tuft from Enduroglas. "Each composite fiberglass cas-
ket is completely seamless ... The fiberglass used by Enduroglas@
is a stable material, rvhich means the integrity of the casket will not
change ... thereby protecting the body from the environment and the
environment from the body for countless tomorrorvs".
(http ://wwwreidcasket.com)



Figures 16 & 17: The Doric Vault rvith Interior Construction
Details.

"The 'Doric Bronze'Triple Wall Vault features: specifically formu-
lated steel reinforced concrete, Fiberlon inner liner bonded to bronze
(the most enduring metal). exclusive Integra-Seal merging base and
cover, bar handles and carapace personalization, and a 200 year war-
ranty." (http://wwrv.doricvaults.com)

ltrc¡¡¡um vsulls
¡nd !ddc{, irtrs liner
o[ glc¡D¡ng broazc,
coppcr or rtslnhsf strcl,

Figure I8: Nervly Closed Grave,
St. Boniface Cemetery Winnipeg,
Manitoba. The Use of Vaults Prevents
Settling of the Soil Allowing for Easy
Lawn Maintenance.

Though neither caskets nor vaults are required by law, vaults are often required by

cemeteries in order to conserve the aesthetic appearance of a smooth green lawn. The vault

prevents soil settling and sinking of the gl'ave surface (see figure 18) while allowing heavy

equipment to effrciently mow the grounds (Memorial Ecosystems, Legacy Yol2,2002). A

vault is typically a seamless box of metal, concrete or fiberglass with a lid held in place by a

\¡iaterproof rubber seal. The interior surface is also generally lined with metal or plastic (see

figures 16 and 17). Although very little is known about the ultimate environmental effects

of burying these artefacts, critics note that their production also consumes a vast quantity of

non-renewable natural r€sources and energy. Each year the Unites States alone buries one

hundred and four thousand tons of steel, three thousand tons of copper and bronze, one million

six hundred thousand tons of reinforced concrete and thirty million board feet (roughly nine

million one hundred and fourty-five thousand linear meters) of hardwood, including tropical

hardwoods, in the form of caskets and vaults (Glendale Memorial,2003).

The importance placed on the peffnanence of burial artefacts, including the remains,

results in the perpetual need for more land devoted to burial. The typical four by eight foot



(roughly one by two and a half meters) burial plot, when multiplied by the average yearly death

rate in the United States of two million, and divided by the eighty-five percent of individuals

electing burial, equates to over two square miles (frve square kilometers) of land devoted solely

to burial every year in the United States alone (Iserson, 1994:246).NorthAmerica is often seen

as a continent containing vast tracts of undeveloped land, but this is increasingly not the case.

A recent suvey conducted by the funeral industry found that a significant portion ofAmericans

choosing cremation will do so because they see burial as a waste of space (Kaufman, 1998).

Because, traditionally, North Americans favour burial over cremation, burial densities have

increased as a response to the decrease in land availability. In California, for instance, some

cemeteries are reaching densities of over three thousand earth burials per acre and this number

does not account for a new and increasingly popular option, the high rise mausoleum. Perpetual

maintenance agreements and legal requirements preventing burial plots from ever being reused

have also compounded the problem. Once the cemetery land reaches burial capacity the land

is effectively consumed. At the same time, however, these landscapes perpetuate their ongoing

environmental cost as maintenance continues and buried funemry artefäcts persist.



C: CULTURAL CONTEXT

Critics often describe contemporary cemetery design as being emotionally sterile and

environmentally unsustainable. Since the popularity of the memorial park plans peaked in the

mid i930's, interest in the cemetery has been in decline. The modern cemetery has evolved

into a marginalized and under-utilized space, users generally restricting visits to the time of

burial and infrequently thereafter. Others note that, although cemetery design has deteriorated

and use become less and less frequent, the burial environment still plays an important cultural

and social role. Within the North American context, the cemetery acts as a healing mechanisrr

for the bereaved, an historical and cultural resource, a recreational amenity and a passive green

space within urban and suburban environments.

'Cemetery' is defined by the Manitoba Provincial Cemeteries Act (C.C.S.M. c C30,

2002) as "Land that is set apart or used for the burial of dead human bodies or other human

remains or in which dead human bodies or other human remains have been buried." Although

the availability of land for burial is an important function of the cemetery, the cultural and

personal significance of these landscapes is much broader. The importance of the cemetery

in the cultural and individual contexts centers primarily on its association with mourning and

remembrance.

The cemetery offers a site for the commemoration of the deceased. The physical

presence of a memorial has been shown to be an important therapeutic element for the

bereaved as well as a means with which a culture remembers its past. Trieb (2001:82) notes

that the German word for tnonument, denkmal, translates as "a means to thought" and suggests

that by linking the past, present and future, the memorial (and other commemorative elements)

helps a society remember. These landscapes serve as a record of cultural changes over time

and across groups, record identity, status and ideology at the collective and personal levels.



It has been found that, as the visitation of individual graves declines with time, genealogical

research and the search for the graves of ancestors persist (Francis, Keliaher and Neophytou,

2000). The importance of the cemetery also acts on the level of the family. It is common for

the family to come together and tend the graves of loved ones as a therapeutic exercise (Clegg,

1989:16). Francis, Keliaher and Neophytou (2000) note that the cemetery is often used as

an appropriate environment in which to pass family rituals and customs from generation to

generation. Therefbre, the cemetery can be understood as a repository for individual memory,

cultural and historical knowledge, as well as family traditions.

The grave and the gravestone are seen as the most significant personal commemorative

elements within a cemetery landscape. These physical elements serve as the representation of

the deceased and act as a focus for grief in the early stages of mourning (Clegg, 1989:16). In

the 'prosthetic model'of grief therapy discussed by Berry Q992), the grave acts as a physical

substitute for the deceased, allowing the bereaved to gradually let go. The mouming process is

only seen to be finished when the bereaved is able to detach themselves from the past, a time

in which the deceased was physically present, and move on to accept a present and imagine

a future without the them (Howarth, 2000:127). The grave and grave marker form a physical

connection between the living and the dead, this connection persists until the individual is able

to move past the mourning stage, at which point visitation tends to decrease.

Rituals associated with the cemetery, such as funerary or burial rites and tending of the

grave, are also often connected to the emotional and psychological needs of the bereaved. By

presenting the grieving individual with a prescribed course of action, ritual provides a sense of

control in a tumultuous time. In effect, these ritual behaviours are a way of mentally appeasing

an emotional loss (Clegg, 1989:33). The cemetery also acts as afocus of apilgrimage, or a

journey to a sacred sitg understood in this context to be the regular acts of visitation performed

by mourners, another ritual act. (Rugg, 2000:259) A user survey of London cemeteries



conducted in 2000 indicates that there also exists a ritual aspect to reading the inscription on

the grave marker. The author notes that this habitual action, often performed at every visit,

is indicative of the importance of maintaining the identity of the deceased (Francis, Keliaher

and Neophytou, 2000). It has been suggested that the rituals surrounding death help to unite

participants with each other and with a situation beyond themselves. These rites help to "bridge

the gap between the past, present and future and diminish the threat that death poses against

enduring individual and collective identity" (Reimer, 1,999:147).

The significance of the cemetery landscape is not uniform from individual to individual

nor does it remain the same for one individual over time. The primary user of the cemetery

landscape is commonly thought of as the individual mourner. Clegg (1989) goes further,

however, and identifies three stakeholders: the corpse, the bereaved and the bystander. The

corpse, also referred to as the soul, is the least active participant though they may act as a

catalyst for the emotional response of the bereaved and affect the way in which the bystander

perceives the landscape. The bereaved have strong emotional connections to the landscape

and a strong inclination to memorialize the deceased. Clegg (1989) also notes that, for the

bereaved, the notion of permanence of the landscape and memorial is critical. The bystarider,

however, often perceives the cemetery landscape as being associated with reflection, isolation

and passive recreation. The emotional connections to the landscape felt by the bereaved do not

exist for the bystander.

Despite these perceptual changes, the cemetery is defined by many as having sacred

or spiritual qualities. As Rugg (2000) notes, the cemetery can be deemed to be a sacred site

as it is the focus of pilgrimage, discussed above, and is protected from activities deemed

'disrespectful'. Clegg (1989:26$ defines sacred as "worthy of or regarded with reverence,

awe and respect". These feelings are associated primarily with the site's connection to death

and mourning. According to Fuller (1998:12) the notion of 'sacredness' is typically assigned



to the cemetery landscape through acts of mental and/or physical ritual performed by the user

and associated with burial, mouming and remembrance. As noted above, these rituals become

away for the bereaved to mentally appease an emotional loss.

Although cemetery visitation has dropped considerably since the 1950's, as the

popularity of the memorial park cemeteries began to wane, the modem cemetery still holds an

important place within the contemporary North American context. Functionally, the cemetery

is a place to inter the deceased, while at the same time serving as a green space suitable for

passive recreation within the increasingly developed urban and suburban environments. The

cemetery plays an important role in the grieving process and acts as a repository for personal

and collective memory. The emotional and psychological role of the cemetery is explained

well by one respondent to a cemetery use survey, "[the cemetery] is a place where you can get

your emotions together, rather than your thoughts. It is a time and place of remembering where

I come from and who I am... The link to past generations and the future - that's all here in the

cemetery" (Francis, Keliaher and Neophytou, 2000).

Figure I9: St. Boniface Cemetery Winnipeg, Manitoba.



SECTION 2: GREENING THE MODERN CEMETERY

As discussed in the previous section, the evolution of

contemporary cemetery design and management, as well as the resulting

environmental impacts, has been influenced by general cultural shifts,

the increasingly commercial nature of the industry and the emphasis

placed on permanence of the cemetery landscape and burial aftefacts.

Although the North American culture is often been described as death

denying, a society obsessed with youth and beauty, there is evidence

that public opinion is changing. A renewed acceptance of death and

a reinvigorated ecological ethic are resulting in greater choice and

increased environmental sustainability within the burial and funerary

industries. The green burial, a more ecologically sustainable burial

option cornmon in England, Scotland and other countries, has begun a

slow move into the United States and Canada over the last decade. This

option has been shown to have positive implications witlún ecological,

economic and social contexts.

pg. 38



A: CURRENT CONTEXT

Meekison and Higgs (1998) note, of the West, that"...the cultural course charted by

our history has predisposed us to see nature and culture as separate and opposing entities."

According to Gordon (1999), however, we may be undergoing a paradigm shift when it comes

to our relationship to the natural environment, a fundamental change in our world view. The

previous model, which was largely based on the perspective of classical physics and the

description of the world as a machine, is slowly being replaced by a new world view in which

ecology acts as a guiding principle. This new paradigm can be characterized by two concepts:

first that humans are not at the apex of or separate from nature and second that the "fear of

the environment resulting from alienation is being replaced by a feeling of integration and

relationship" (Gordon, 1999:18). Concern over the scale of our ecological fooþrint may finally

be moving into the mainstream. International initiatives such as the United Nations Framework

Convention on Climate Change, in 1997, have stafted to move environmental issues into the

forefront of public consciousness and governmental legislation. The convention's policy, the

Kyoto Protocol (United Nations, 1998), calls for (among other reforms);

"(i) Enhancement of energy efûciency...;
(ii) Protection and enhancement of sinks and reservoirs of greenhouse gases...;
promotion of sustainable forest management practices, aforestation and reforestation;
(iii) Promotion of sustainable forms of agriculture...;
(iv) Research on, and promotion, development and increased use of, new and renewable
forms of energy, of carbon dioxide sequestration technologies and of advanced and

innovative environmentally sound technologies;
(v) Progressive reduction or phasing out of market imperfections, frscal incentives, tax
and duty exemptions and subsidies in all greenhouse gas emitting sectors...;
(vi) .. .promoting policies and measures which limit or reduce emissions of greenhouse

gases. . .;

(vii) Measures to limit and/or reduce emissions of greenhouse gases. .. in the transport

sector;



(viii) Limitation and.ior reduction of methane emissions through recovery and use in
waste management, as well as in the production, transport and distribution of energy."

Despite the general denial of the realities of death in modern North American cultwe,

there is evidence that our society is beginning to accept death as a part of the human condition.

The increasing number of public memorials erected to victims of disease, disaster and war over

the last decade has effectively brought death and mourning into the public realm. Memorials

such as those to the victims of the Vietnam War, the events of 9/I1 and AIDS are helping to

reduce societal taboos on death and public mourning. In the last few decades, issues such as

abortion, AIDS and euthanasia have increased the popular interest in a 'good-death'. While

services such as bereavement therapy and palliative care are becoming standard in the 'death

care' professions (Dross,2002). References such as the New Natural Death Handbook, edited

by NicholasAlbery and Stephanie Wierich (2000) founders of the Green Cemetery Movement

in England, have made options such as caring for the dying and home funerals accessible to

the average person. W¿lter (1994) has demonstrated that there has been a recent rise in the

hospice movement as well as a renewed interest in the do-it-yourself funeral in Great Britain.

This trend can be described as a reclaiming of death, a trend to make this final stage of life

meaningful on an individual basis.

Although there has been a slow revival of emotionally satisfuing and personal funerals

over the past few decades, for the most part this trend has not extended into cemetery design

in the United States and Canada. Generally there are still very few burial options available

to North American consumers. The contemporary cemetery, generally based on a lawn park

or memorial park model, has become the standard for both public and private cemetery

developments in most Norlh American urban and suburban areas, including those in Manitoba.

There is, however, a burgeoning trend elsewhere to provide consumers with alternatives to the



traditional cemetery model. These alternatives include the 'green cemetery', an environmentally

sensitive and emotionally satisfying burial option.

" ...at the end of the twentieth century there are trends towards an emergent landscape

whele emotion/grief and nature are once again linked as symbolic partners... the
acceptance of grief as a natural, ongoing process which may persist, evolve and change

over time." (Francis, Keliaher and Neophytou, 2000)



B: DEFINING THE .GREEN CEMETERY,

The green cemetery, also known as the eco-cemetery, woodland cemetery, memorial

nature preserve in the United States, or nature reserve burial ground in Britain, represents a

more ecologically sustainable alternative to the traditional North American burial landscape.

With the green cemetery's mandate of environmental sensitivity and sustainability comes strict

guidelines relating to many on-site activities. These guidelines typically prohibit the burial

of embalmed remains, lead-lined, sealed or non-biodegradable caskets, caskets made frorn

hardwoods and other sensitive species and the use of vaults. There are also often restrictions

placed on the type, size and material of grave markers as well as guidelines for appropriate

ceremonies and visitations. On site maintenance is minimal and reliance is placed, instead, on

the restoration or conservation of the native environment. The design of the green cemetery

responds to the local environmental and cultural contexts, thereby ensuring that each design is

unique. In England and other European countries, green cemeteries are both public and private

and can be located in a variety of settings, including urban, suburban and rural. More recent

North American developments, however, are typically sited in rural areas. The green burial

emphasizes the natural cycles of life and death, and the

connection between humans and their environment through

the return of the body to the earth.

Though burial in the natural environment is not a

recerrt concept, a championing of green cemeteries by the

environmental movement as an altemative to the modem

burial landscape has occurred over the last forfy years.

Currently this "Green Burial Movement" is strongly

represented in England and Scotland, while it is in its Figtre 20: Grave Marker at Ramsey
Creek Memorial Nature Preserve. South
Carolina.



infancy in Spain, Australia, New Zealand, the United States and Canada. A select committee

of the Australian parliament on cemetery operations has recently recommended the use of

alternative burial grounds, including green cemeteries Q.tratural Death Centre, 2004).In New

Zealand "Living Legacies", an environmental funeral consultancy established in 2001, helps

people plan their funerals using "...natural processes and sustainably produced, biodegradable

products" and are in the process of establishing the first green cemetery in that country (Living

Legacies, 2004). Meanwhile, Capsula Mundi, a Spanish art exhibit broaches the concept of

green burial through the development of a biodegradable, egg-shaped cofñn designed to be

planted in the ground like a seed and marked with a tree (see figure 21). As these coffins fill

up the cemetery and the remains of the deceased return to the earth, the cemetery gradually

becomes wooded (Citelli and Bretzel,2004).

The first green burial site, or nature reserve burial ground, in

Britain was opened in 1993 and by 2004 the region boasted over two

hundred sites (Natural Death Cenh'e, 2004).It is forecasted that ten

percent of all British funerals will be green by the year 2010 (Brown,

2000). Goodwin notes that, in Scotland, green cemeteries typically

meet with much less opposition than traditional models do when

proposed in residential neighborhoods. Consequently, nearly one half

of all local authorities in that country have opened, or are planning to open, a green burial

ground in the near future (Goodwin, 2003).In Britain, the majority of green cemeteries are run

either publicly by local authorities or privately by farmers and other land owners, as a means

of diversifuing.

Figure 2l; Capsula Mundi

Figures 22 & 23: Colney Wood Woodlancl Burial Park in Colney Nonl'ich. has been in operation since 1994.



The Natural Death Centre, a London-based charity founded in 1991, represents the

largest of the organizations concerned with the international promotion of the green cemetery

and environmentally responsible funeral. According to their promotional material, the

group "...aims to support those dying at home and their carers, and to help people arrange

inexpensive, family-orgarized, and environmentally-friendly funerals". It has a more general

aim of "...helping to improve the quality of dying" (lr{atural Death Centre, 2004). The

Natural Death Centre publishes handbooks and newsletters, hosts events such as lectures and

workshops, promotes an arurual 'National Day of the Dead'festival and awards ayearly prize

for the best nature reserve burial ground in the United Kingdom. The organization has also

recently expanded its scope by launching the afÊliated Association of Nature Reserve Burial

Grounds in 1994, in order to assist those that wish to establish green burial sites. The aims of

this association are as follows:

"(a) to put forward a Code of Practice for its members to adhere to, so that potential
clients approaching such a burial ground can be assured that it reaches these

standards;

(b) to help full and provisional mernbers through all the planning and other hurdles;
(c) to help reassure neighbours of potential sites that they have nothing to fear;
(d) to refèr members to legal, ecological and other advice;
(e) to provide information for members ol1 obtaining coffins and other funeral
supplies;

(f) to promote the concept of using land for Natural Burial Grounds;
(g) to provide publicity leaflets, information and a referral services for the public
concerning individual sites, including rnaintaining an information area on this subject
on the Internet;

(h) to help publicize and defend the movement in the rnedia and with the govemment

and local authorities." (Natural Death Centre, 2004)
(See Appendix C for the Code of Practice)



The green burial movement has only recently moved from Britain to the United States

and Canada. Memorial Ecosystems Inc. (MEI) became the first group to establish a green

cemetery, or memorial nature preserve within the United States. Located in South Carolina,

this for-profit burial provider was founded in 1996 to "harness the funeral industry for land

protection and restoration, to fund non-profits, education, the arts and scientific research, and

to provide a less expensive and more meaningful burial option" (Memorial Ecosystems,2000).

MEI currently runs Ramsey Creek Preserve, a thirty-two acre preservation area and green

burial site located at the edge of the Blue Ridge Mountains in South Carolina (see figure 24),

though its goal is to protect one million acres of land in the next twenty years.

This green cemetery is described as a park specifically designed to save and

restore signiûcant wildlands while providing space within the preserve for low density,

environmentally sensitive burials and the scattering of cremated remains. Burial on the

preserve is restricted to un-embalmed remains in biodegradable strouds or caskets such as

cardboard or non-endangered, non-treated softwoods. Vaults and liners are also prohibited. A

portion of the proceeds from burial goes towards the purchase, restoration and maintenance of

wilderness areas. Burials within the site are restricted to specific burial zones and located in

such a way as to minimize their impact on fragile surrounding ecosystems. Many areas within

the preserve are accessible to visitors through a series of nature trails, though public access to

more sensitive zones is restricted. The preserve is also available for educational programs and

non-destructive ecological research. Graves are marked with a permanent, field stone marker

Figw'e 24: Creek at Ramsey Creek Memorial Nature Preserve, South Carolina



(see figure 20) the position of which is surveyed and recorded in a GIS data-base. Apermanent

life history archive for each burial is established and kept on-site for future reference.

Since Ramsey Creek preserve was established, several other green

cemeteries have opened in the United States. Glendale Nature Preserve

Inc., a non-profit organization chartered in2002, has established the

Glendale Memorial Nature Preserve in DeFunick Springs, Florida (see

figure 25). The preserve is located on a three hundred and fifty acre

piece of land, of which seventy acres is dedicated to low density, green

burial and the scattering or burial of cremated remains. Preservation of

the native habitat is occurring in conjunction with burial through the

removal of invasive and non-native plant species and their replacement

with native vegetation. Acceptable burial markers include naturally

occurring flat stones (see flgure 26) or living memorials such as native

trees and shrubs. The GIS locations of all burials within the preserve are surveyed and kept on

site. The Glendale Memorial Nature Preserve has also incorporated several recreational trail

systems tluough the site and the preserve is open for non-destructive scientific research and

educational opportunities. In addition to the preserve in Florida, Glendale Nature Preserve Inc.

also has memorial preserves in the planning stages in Wisconsin, Califomia, Ohio and New

York State (Glendale Nature Preserve, 2003).

The largest of the green burial developments in the United States is located on an eighty

one acre piece of wilderness in Texas, West of Huntsville, and was established by the Universal

Ethician Church in 2003. Unlike Ramsey Creek and the Glendale Mernorial Preserve, the entire

land area of the Ethician Family Cemetery is designated for green burial and the scattering and

burial of cremated remains. The cemetery is open to all faiths and is divided into family areas

for low density burial. Pets may also be buried in this particular cemetery, though in the press

Figure 25 & 26: Glendale
Nature Preserve, Florida,
Landscape and Burial
Marker.



release published on the cemetery's Web site it cautions that "Large pets such as horses, tigers

and elephants must undergo a 'sky burial' cleansing process at the vulture sanctuary on the

grounds of the nearby Holy Trinify Wilderness Cathedral before their bones may be buried"

(Russell, 2003). As the church itself has no staff, the family becomes responsible for burial

and maintenance of the land contained within their burial area. Responsibilities may include

opening and closing of graves (done by hand), burial of the remains (un-embalmed remains

contained within a pine box or shroud are accepted) and the removal of invasive and non-

native plant species. Markers can be traditional, though only ten percent of the land area may

be covered by tombstones or other memorials, and there are restrictions on the planting of non-

native and invasive plant species (Russell, 2003).

The rernainder of the working Figures 27 & 28: Vierv and Path
to Wilderness Chapel at Mountain

green CetneterieS, Or memOrial natUre Wilderness Memorial Park,

Colorado.

preserves, in the United States are much

smaller, though all are private ventures.

Mountain Wilderness Memorial Park, a

green cemetely in Colorado, leaves the

majority of its sensitive forty acre pine forest untouched (see figures 27 artd 28) by restricting

burial to cremated remains and grave markers to flat brick and bronze plaques (Gartner, 2003).

Campo Santo of Santa Maria de la Vid Priory, located near Albuquerque, New Mexico, was

established in 2002 for Catholic priests and brothers. The desert landscape is xeriscaped with

native grasses, shrubs and wildflowers, while the graves are arranged along low berms that

follow curving stone paths (Are Eco-Cemeteries a Viable Option, 2002).

Future plans for American green cemeteries include the 'Forever füeen Cemetery',

proposed by a traditional cemetery provider, Forever Enterprises. Located on a twenty acre

piece of wildemess in suburban San Francisco, the 'Forever Green Cemetery' will include



extensive hiking trails. As Tyler Cassidy, the head of Forever Enterprises, sees it the "land

preserved for the dead could be protected from suburban sprawl. 'This would give people

a tangible way to put a permanent stop to that with their own bodies,' he said. 'You would

know that your death is a way of preserving a piece of this world forever in its natural state"'

(Natural Death Centre, 2004). Another proposed green cemetery in the California area takes

advantage of the existing nineteenth century Fernwood Cemetery. This renovation would see

the original cemetery "being re-imagined as a place of ecological restoration, community and

remembrance" (Fernwood, 2004). The site is located on atwenty th¡ee acre piece of land in Mill

Valley, California, and would include a funeral home and traditional burial ground, adjacent to

a green burial area and memorial landscape. The cemetery design combines sustainable land

use practices with habitat restoration and preservation.

Since the development of the first green cemetery

in the United States in 1996,less than a decade ago,

interest in ecologically sensitive burial alternatives

has grown. Green alternatives to earth burial, the

mandate of the typical green cemetety, can also be

found. Eternal Reefs Inc., for instance, provides

a green option for cremated remains in what is

described as 'a p.ermanent living legacy'(Etemal Reefs, 2002). The Etemal Reefs, an artificial

concrete reef system, are fabricated to include the cremated remains of a loved one. These

artificial reefs, when installed on the ocean floor, closely rnimic a natural reef formation and

act as a substrate for the formation of natural, living reef, a rich ocean habitat (see figure 29).

Family members and friends are provided with a longitude and latitude describing the reefls

Iocation and visitation can be accomplished by diving or by boat. Currently, reefs have been

established in Texas, Florida, South Caronlina and Virginia, while future expansions and new

Figure 29: An Established Memorial Reef



reef developments are planned for Florida, South Carolina, Maryland, New Jersey and Texas

(Etemal Reefs, 2002).

Although the number of green cemeteries and other ecologically fi'iendly burial alternatives

is increasing in the United States, Canada has been slow to follow. Currently there are no green

cemeteries in this country, however, the Memorial Society of British Columbia is currently

working toward a development in that province (Memorial Society of British Columbia, 2004).

There has also been some interest in the establishment of a non-profit organization in Ontario

with the purpose of establishing green cemeteries there (Natural Death Centre, 2004).



C: LOCAL IMPLICATIONS

Green cemeteries within the North American context have typically been privately owned

and operated, low density burial grounds located away from the urban landscape and including

wilderness conservation and/or restoration as a large portion of their mandate. This practicum,

however, describes the design of a public green cemetery within a prairie context, located in an

urban centre, the environmental, economic and social implications of which can be felt at the

local community level as well as by the individual user.

The most common alguments supporting green cemetery development are environmental.

Though these developments tend to be too recent to have attracted a related body of scientific

stud¡ it is possible to infer several environmental benefits of the green cemetery when

compared to the traditional cemetery model, Benefrts that have a direct impact on the urban

envirorunent include:

a. increased native habitat for insects, birds and other animals,

b. increased native biodiversity within the urban region,

c. replacement of exotic and/or invasive plant species with hardy natives that have lower

maintenance requirements,

d. reduced air pollution as a result of the increased urban 'green lung'and limited maintenance

requirements,

e. reduced urban 'heat island'effect due to the increase in floral biodiversity and reduction in

hard landscape,

f. increased ground moisture content and corresponding reduction in runoff resulting from a

decrease in paved surfàce area and an increased floral biodiversity,

g. decreased consumption of energy and natural resources during initial construction and



h.

daily operations such as rnaintenance and the opening and closing of graves,

reduced soil and water pollution due to the elimination of pesticides and herbicides used

for maintenance, and restrictions placed on the burial of embalmed remains and burial

artifacts such as non-biodegradable caskets and vaults,

The retum of all energy and matter held within human remains and burial artefacts to the

surrounding biota through the natural cycles of decomposition and recycling.

The modern North American cemetery constrnes a great deal of land. As our population

increases in size, the sale and maintenance of burial plots in perpetuity results in the need for

more and more land devoted to a single purpose. The green cemetery, however, embraces

natural processes of change. Remains are un-embalmed, buried in shrouds or biodegradable

coffins, urprotected by vaults and liners. Typically, however, the modernNorthAmerican green

cemetery still dedicates burial land in perpetuity. Although these nature preserves rnaintain their

function as landscapes of conservation and/or preservation, once the land dedicated to burial

has been sold their status as active burial grounds ceases and the land is effectively consumed.

Critics of green burial in North America note that low-density burial dedicated in perpetuity

to a single owner is a highly unsustainable practice (Are Eco-cemeteries a Viable Option,

2002). Although low-density burial is a less efÊcient use of land than higher density burials,

this characteristic of the North American green cemetery can be understood as a product of

the cultural context within which these developments have evolved. As with the evolution of

the traditional cemetery landscape, the North American green cemetery is generally sited in a

rural setting while their European counterparts tend to be located in ulban areas and generally

incorporate higher densities more characteristic of urban cemeteries.

While increasing burial density can lower the ultimate land requirement for burial, re-

use of burial space is the only truly effrcient and sustainable method of land management. Re-



use is curently the norm in many European countries where land is at a premium. For instance,

in 1977 the British parliament passed an act defining the term 'perpetuity' as a period of time

no greater than one hundred years (Weller, 1989:11). Burial plots in this region are typically

leased by the family for a prescribed term. When the lease period has expired, the family has

the option to renew. If un-renewed, the plot is returned to cemetery ownership f'or re-lease.

Italian burial practice also provides for the re-use of plots once the remains of the deceased

have sufÊciently decomposed. In the Italian climate, this decomposition process can take as

little as frve to ten years (Santarsiero, Minelli, Cutilli and Cappiello, 2000). Both European

legislation and scientific study have concentrated on decreasing the re-use period through

identification of environmental variables and proper burial practice. Santarsiero, Minelli,

Cutilli and Cappiello (2000) note that Italian legislation identifies the geological, hydrological,

mechanical, structural and resistance parameters of soils suitable for burial, as well as the

required biodegradability characteristics of the coffin.

As noted in the discussion on the environmental impacts of traditional burial (Section I,

Part B), decomposition rates are closely tied to environmental variables including temperature,

moisture and soil characteristics. Although no published research on rates specific to Manitoba

or other northern prairie environments were found, one assumption can safely be made. In

our colder Canadian climate and clay-rich soils of the prairie, the complete decomposition of

burial artifacts necessary for re-use of burial plots would occur at a much slower rate than in

the Italian example. It does bear mentioning, however, that according to a study conducted by

the 'World Health Organization, the ideal soil for maximizing purification of the products of

decomposition, a public health issue and one especially important to the urban environment, is

a "...clay-sand mix of low porosity and a small to fine grain texture" (Üçisik and Rushbrook,

1998). These clay-sand soils are characteristic of those found within our local prairie landscape

and have been identified as being present at the Brandon Municipal Cemetery (Hilton



Landmarks, 2000), the site of the green cemetery development proposed in this practicum.

Opportunity for re-use depends on more than the nature of the burial environment.

Within the North American context re-use may be limited more by law and public opinion

than by environmental conditions. Burial plots in British Columbia, for instance, were on a

thirty-year renewable lease program (Iserson,1994:527) until 1990 when re-use was no longer

permitted under their provincial Cemetery and Funerals Act. Although no explicit reference

to the restriction of lease and/or re-use is made in either federal, provincial or municipal

legislation for Brandon (Cemetery By-law no.6632c., the Cemeteries Act C.C.S.M., Act c.30,

31), other authors have indicated that there are often legal restrictions that prevent or hamper the

process. Public perception relating to permanence of burial artefacts and landscape (discussed

in Section 1, Part B) is also an important consideration within the cultural context. Surveys

conducted in a series of London cemeteries found that lease periods of less than fifty years, or

re-use of the grave in what was termed 'the foreseeable future', was generally unacceptable to

most survey respondents (Francis, Keliaher and Neophytou, 2000). More acceptable to those

poled was a seventy-five to one hundred year lease term, the time it takes for the generation

with a personal connection to the deceased to pass. Rugg ( 1998:1 19) also notes that, in another

British public opinion poll, attitudes towards the re-use of burial space also diffèred according

to age of the respondent. Generally, younger respondents (especially those between the ages

of eighteen and twenty-four) were opposed to re-use, while respondents older than sixty-five

tended to be in favour. One explanation fbr this opposition by younger respondents is that

"...they are more subject to a higher modern obsession with the body, and as a consequence

have different attitudes towards the corpse" (Rugg, 1989:119).

A re-use strategy within the North American context, therefore, would not only need

to meet the time frame for decomposition dictated by environmental parameters, but re-use

cycles would also need to be of an appropriate length of time to satisfr mouming and funerary



traditions dictated by the local cultural parameters. For the purposes of this practicum, a

suggested minimum length of time for the cyclical re-use of burial plots appropriate to the

prairie landscape and local cultural context is seventy-five years. V/hen this re-use strategy

is added to green cemetery management, one additional point can be included to the list of

benefits of the green cemetery (see above):

j. reduction in the total land dedication requirements for burial.

Development of a green cemetery within the urban context would also have positive

implications for community and individual users as well as for the environment as a whole.

Economic arguments, for instance, have proven to be one of the most effective methods of

gaining public support for green cemeteries within Norlh America. The funeral business, both

in North America and Europe, has grown into a multi-billion dollar industry. According to one

popular exposé, The American l|/ay of Death, Revisited (Mitford, 1998), the average funeral

in 1998 (including embalming, casket, plot and vault) cost seven thousand eight hundred

American dollars. High-end cemeteries, such as Forest Lawn Memorial Park, Los Angeles,

charge an average of six thousand American dollars for the plot itself and up to thirty-one

thousand American dollars for a plot in the "garden of honour". Though the Natural Death

Centre Web site notes that North American green burials are typically more expensive than

those offered by any provider in Great Britain, a typical American all-green burial is still

considerably cheaper than its traditional counterpart. Even at the Ramsey Creek Preserve, a

private for-profit corporation, average burials cost a modest two thousand dollars American of

which frve percent is donated to local watershed preservation (Memorial Ecosystems, 2000).

Savings are typically incurred by virtue of the restrictions places on buried remains. There is

no need for embalming, expensive caskets, vaults and perpetual care plans. Although a simple

pine coffin may run upwards of four hundred dollars American (those sold through the Glendale

Nature Preserve, for example) this is still thousands less than the cost of a traditional casket. An



increasing number of alternatives such as wicker and cardboard coffrns, do-it-yourself casket

plans available on the intemet and shrouds can translate into huge savings for the consumer.

The tladitional cemetery fills an important psychological and cultural need as it

memorializes the deceased and provides an appropriate setting for mouming (see Section

1, Part C). Not only does the green cemetery also fill these cultural roles, but it provides a

therapeutic environment for the mourner and a positive environmental legacy for the deceased.

According to Kaplan and Kaplan (i998), there is a connection between psychological health

and natural settings, natural settings act intrinsically as healing landscapes by being "...

supportive of human functioning and fostering ofrecovery from mental fatigue." Typical green

cemeteries also provide the bereaved with a refuge within the city, the hope of rejuvenation and

a quiet reminder that life persists in the face of death. Using several typical therapeutic models

to compare the effects of the modern cemetery with those of the green cemetery Salisbury

(2002) suggests that the latter may have a more significant effect on the healing process than

the traditional cemetery typology. The 'norm alization' model, for example, sees the bereaved

individual placed within 'normal' surroundings in order to aid in the healing process. The

green cemetery provides an environment in which death is placed within the context of natural

life cycles, whereas the traditional cemetery presents the moumer with a landscape that is static

and unchanging.

Commemoration of the deceased through the presence of a memorial has been shown

to be an important therapeutic and healing mechanism for the mourner. In the context of the

cemetery the memorial is often the grave and/or grave marker. The green cemetery, however,

can itself can be described as a 'living memorial'. As Heather Hammatt notes, the living

memorial is unique in that it is not simply a static symbol of life but an enduring, living entity.

These types of memorials are typically participatory in nature, they "... stimulate thought by

the very nature that we must walk amongst them. They are not just repositories of memory,



but active engagements" (Hammatt, L992:70). The importance of the cemetery landscape to

the individual, however. goes beyond the scope of the mourner. Clegg (1989) describes three

individual users of the cemetery landscape: the co{pse, the bereaved and the bystander. The

corpse is described as the most passive of the stakeholders. The deceased, however, typically

has a hand in choosing the pleferred burial environment, either in a pre-need situation or

posthumously through a will or other arrangements. Choosing to be interred in a green

cemetery can be a way for the deceased to ensure a positive individual environmental legacy,

away to heal the earth with the body.

"Burial of non-embalmed remains in a natural setting in a way that promotes

recovery of a damaged landscape, can be transformative for those who have had few

non-utilitarian relationships with a living landscape. In our experience, the result goes

beyond the non-utilitarian to a mutualistic relationship: as they take part in the burial

ritual, and the following ritual of re-vegetating the disturbed ground, participants

experience some degree of personal healing as they heal the eartlt" (Memorial

Ecosystem, Legacy, Vol.4).



SECTION 3: DESIGN

The following design aims to apply research on the theory and

practice of green cemetery design to a real site. The site chosen for this

practicum is adjacent to the existing Brandon Municipal Cemetery, a

traditional public, multi-denominational cemetery landscape located

in Brandon, Manitoba. The expansion site, currently undeveloped, has

been proposed by the cemetery management as an appropriate location

for a future expansion to existing cemetery development. Alarge portion

of the information relating to the expansion site, existing cemetery

development, cemetery operations and infonnation relating to future

needs of the expansion has kindly been provided by Brian Brownlie,

Director of Community Services for the City of Brandon; Rick Bailey,

Manager of Parks and Cemetery Community Services; and JeffPerkins,

Chargehand for the Brandon Municipal Cemetery.

pc.57



A: INVENTORY & ANALYSIS

Inventory I - The City of Brandon

The City of Brandon is located approximately one hundred kilometers north of the

American border and one hundred and fifty kilometers due west of the City of Winnipeg, in

the province of Manitoba, Canada. The city itself incorporates a land area of roughly seventy-

four point five square kilometers and has a population density of five hundred and thirty-two

individuals per square kilometer (Statistics Canada, 2003).

Environmental Conditions

Clíntate: The continental climate in the Brandon region is characterized by cold

winters, the area has an average low of negative thirty-two degrees Celsius in January, and

warrn summers, with an average high of twenty-five degrees Celsius in July. The area is

relatively dry with an average annual precipitation of approximately four hundred and fifty

millimeters, of which seventy-six millimeters fall in July, typically the wettest month, and

twenty-two millimeters fall as snow in January. Winds primarily originate from the west or

northwest with maximum wind gusts exceeding the one hundred kilometers per hour range.



Continental Arctic air masses affect the area in the winter, bringing severe cold, while tropical

air masses bring warm air from the south in the summer. (Environment Canada,2004)

Vegetation: Known locally as the "Wheat City", Brandon is located in the fertile

transition zone (see figure 32) between the aspen parkland, to the north and east (see figure

31), and the mixed grass prairie, to the south and west (see frgure 33) (Welsted, Everitt and

Stadel, 1996:45). This transition zone is characterizedby a moisture deficit sufñciently large to

stress woody plants and favour herbaceous species, though the Brandon region is considered

mesic rather than xeric. The aspen parkland ecozone is typically composed of alternating open

grasslands and aspen groves. Research indicates that, since increased settlement has reduced

the number of regenerating prairie fires, these parkland areas have been increasing in size and

encroaching on the areas of native grassland (see figure 34).

The local native grasslands are

species rich and characterized by deep-

rooted perennials. The complex root

systems of these species often make up

more than seventy percent of the plant and

reach deep into the soil to find available

water and nutrients (Government of

Canada, 2004). Some corrmon species

found in the mixed grass prairie include:

Figure 32: Mixed Grass Prairie and Aspen
Parkland Transition Zone

Figure 33: Mixed
Grass Prairie
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big bluestem, blue grama grass, Canadian wild rye, hair grass, little bluestem, prairie chord

grass, slender wheat grass, witch grass, beautiful sun-flower, bergamot, black-eyed Susan,

Canadian milkvetch, cut-leaf anemone, dotted blazingstar, dwarf false indigo, Canadian

goldenlod, gumweed, heart-leafed Alexander, Indian breadroot, leadplant, Lewis wild flax,

meadow blazingstar, pink-flowered onion, prairie crocus, prairie lily, purple prairie clover,

snowy goldenrod, and smooth aster (see Vegetation Detail 1 andAppendix B for an exhaustive

list). The fescue prairies, also common in the region, include a predominance of plains rough

fescue, needle-and-thread grass, and timber oat grass (see Appendix B) (Johnson, Kershaq

MacKinnon and Pojar, 1995). Little more than ten percent of the Brandon region is still

covered by native vegetation, typically these remnant areas are along river valleys, on hillsides

and within protected areas. The steeper slopes of the Assinniboine River, f'or example, contain

native stands of riparian habitat composed primalily of oak and aspen woodlands, with some

willow, elm and maple.

Tbpogrophy & Hydrolog,,: Western Canadian prairie provinces are generally thought

of as having little topographic variation. The Brandon region, however, is located within the

Southwest Upland region characterized by rolling hills and valleys (see figure 35). Landforms

within the region include, the Porcupine Hills, Duck Mountain, Riding Mountain, Pembina

Mountain and Brandon Hills (see frgure 36) (Welsted, Everitt and Stadel, 1996). Brandon is

located within the Nelson River basin, which has a drainage area of one million sixty-two

thousand square kilometers and covers the entire North American prairie region. The basin

slopes in an east to north-easterly direction and the majority of the city of Brandon drains

locally into the Assirmiboine River.

Figure 36: Vierv frorn the Brandon HillsFigure 35: Topography ofthe Brandon region.



Soils & Geologlt: Brandon rs

located in the south-eastern portion of

the prairie black, or Chemozemic, soil

zone (see figure 37). This soil type, a

Black Chemozem, is characterized by a

thick layer of humus near the surface and

lacustrine soils (fine sediments deposited

by the glacial lakes that once covered the

area) below. Geologicall¡ the Brandon

area is located within the Vermillion River

Formation and characterized by black

shale mineral deposits (Government of

Manitoba,2004).

Figure 37: Soil Map of Southern Manitoba

Figure 38: Ilistoric llrandon, City Centre

Social Geography

The conrmunity, originally located at a major divisional point along the Canadian

Pacific rail line, was founded and named in 1881 by General Thomas Rosser'. The new

community, also situated in the midst of a rich agricultural area, was quickly populated and

became incorporated as a city only ayear later, in 1882 (City of Brandon,2004).

Population: A Statistics Canada census of Brandon (2003) indicates that the city had

been experiencing a steady growth of approximately one point six percent since 1996 and its

current population stands at fortytwo thousand two hundred and forty-two (City of Brandon,

2004). The average age is thirty-seven while only two percent of the population is over the age

of eighty-five, however a relatively large proportion (twenty-two percent) of the population,

known as the baby-boomers, is between the ages of forty-one and fifty-five. These numbers



roughly parallel the age breakdown for the province of Manitoba. The provincial death rate is

approximately point zero eight percent, indicating an annual death rate in Brandon of roughly

three hundred and eighteen. The municipal cemetery in Brandon curently receives roughly

two hundred and thirry burials each year, though they anticipate that this number will increase

substantially as the large baby-boom population ages. This increased death rate is projected to

begin in 2012 and last for the next thirty years (Hilton Landmarks, 2000). This could result

in four hundred and twenty burials per year (or roughly fifty-three percent of the total deaths)

being handled by the Brandon Municipal Cemetery.

Roughly ninety-five percent of the population of Brandon is Canadian born,

approximately ten percent being of aboriginal ancestry. Of the area's visible minority

population, roughly twenty-five percent are of Chinese, South Asian or African descent.

Other ethnic backgrounds include: Filipino, Latin American, Southeast Asian, Arab, Korean,

and Japanese. Of the total population of Brandon, frfty-three percent describe themselves

as Protestant, twenty percent as Catholic, and twenty two percent as having no religious

affiliations. Other religious belief's represented in the area include: Christian Orthodox,

Muslim, Jewish, Buddhist, Hindu, and Sikh.

Land Use: The city of Brandon is bisected by the Assinniboine River. The northern

portion of the city is characterized by a low population density and a high proportion of land

devoted to institutional purposes, primarily medical and educational, open space including

parks, a golf course and undeveloped and agricultural lands. The area to the south of the

Assinniboine is much more densely populated and is predominantly residential (see Inventory

Map #1). There has been a recent move toward replacement of industrial lands bordering the

river with park-land and wildemess conservation areas. Conservation areas within the city are

located exclusively within the alluvial ecosystem ofthe Assimriboine River. There are, however,

many small parks and walking trails located throughout the city. Aportion of this trail system, a



multi-use recreational pathway, moves along the western and southem borders of the municipal

cemetery lands. Recently, a Greenspace Master Plan (2002) was prepared for the Department

of Community Services in order to improve the quality and efûciency of recreational amenities

within the area. The master plan suggest connecting smaller, discontinuous lengths of recreation

trail into a larger, city-wide system, while the Brandon Municipal Cemetery was identified as an

important community green space. The implementation of a green cemetery landscape would

complement this strategy by providing added greenspace containing pedestrian pathways and

space for appropriate recreational activities.
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Inventory II - Brandon Municipal Cemetery

The Brandon Municipal Cemetery is a public, multi-denominational burial ground

located at the southern periphery of the city (see Inventory Map #1). The cemetery was

founded in 1906 and the first burial within the grounds occurred in 1908 (Hilton Landmarks,

2000). It is the only public cemetery in Brandon and also serves an area of approximately

sixteen kilometers outside the city limits. Of the site's original eighty acres, only just over

forty-two acres became cemetery. The remaining land was developed for alternative uses and

includes the land to the north, currently developed as commercial. The cemetery was originally

located beyond the city boundary to the south, though has been within city limits since they

were expanded in 1972 (Hilton Landmarks, 2000). Currently the site is bounded by 18ú Street

to the west and Aberdeen Avenue to the north. The eastern edge of the site is adjacent to an

undeveloped piece of city-owned land, site ofthe proposed cemetery expansion (see Inventory

ll4ap #2). Residential lots along 18th Street, a second parcel of undeveloped city-owned land, a

tree farm (see figure 40) and woodlot (known as the Dreidger Lands) are located to the south.

Across 18tr'Street, to the west, is a cornmercial development as well as a small, private, Jewish

cemetery. To the north, across Aberdeen Ave., is another commercial development located on

lands formally owned by Gulf Oil (see figure 39).

Figure 39: View East Along Aberdeen Ave. from l Sth St.

'Big Box'Development Visible to the Lefr Existing Cem-
etery Visible to the Right.

Figure 40: View ofTree Farm from
Existing Municipal Cemetery



Curuent Operations & Infrastructure: The cemetery currently holds roughly thirty-

two thousand burial plots, at an average density of eight hundred plots per acre and typically

receives two hundred and thiúy burials per year. Of these burials, it is estimated that about

fifty-three percent (one hundred and twenty-two) are of cremated remains while the remaining

forty-seven percent (one hundred and eight) are of casketed remains. Since the Brandon

Municipal Cemetery sells approximately fifty percent of its plots on a pre-need basis, the total

plot requirement per year is roughly two hundred and eighty. Approximately two point five

acres of undeveloped land remains in the site and, as a result, the current size of the cemetery

will be adequate for only another eight to ten years (Hilton Landmarks, 2000).

The site is divided into several sections including traditional,lawn, Catholic, children's

and veteran's designations. The site also contains a section for the burial or scattering of ashes

and two sixty-four niche columbaria, one installed in 1999 and one in 2002 (see frgure 41).

There are two small, metal-clad buildings currently on site. The smaller of the two houses the

ofûces and a small shop. It is also serviced by hydro, water, telephone and contains washroom

facilities. The second, larger building was built, and originally owned, by a local funeral home

to house a crematorium. The building, now owned by the city, is empty although it also has

hydro, telephone, water and washroom facilities. Both structures are located at the eastem

edge of the site adjacent to staff parking lots, areas for maintenance equipment storage and

zones for the stockpiling of soil. Equipment for burial and maintenance operations includes a

Caterpillar backhoe, a one-tone truck, an AIV utility vehicle, two ride-on mowers and several

push mowers and weed trimmers. The cemetery administration has indicated that they would

like to see one or both of these buildings replaced by a more aesthetically pleasing alternative

that may include public washrooms and an indoor columbarium.

Circulation and Site Feøtures: All cemetery roads are vehicle accessible and four and

a half meters (fifteen feet) wide, with the exception of the main 18tr' Street entry which has a



width of approximately seven and a

half meters (twenty-five feet). These

roads are in the process of being

converted from asphalt to concrete

paving. A highly popular asphalt

Figure 4l: View of Cremation Area with Columbarium, Larger of the

mixed-use path flanks the cemetery on its south side (see figure 53 on page 74). Portions of

the cemetery lands are surrounded by a wrought iron fence and there are iron gates and stone

pillars at the entry to the older burial sections, off 18tr' Street. The veteran's section of the

cemetery is equipped with a seven and a half meter high cenotaph in the shape of a cross. This

cenotaph is lighted and flanked by two flagpoles, while the children's section is marked by a

white archway and lighted monument.

Vegetation: For the most part the cemetery is characterized by well tended lawns

and a variety of formally manicured trees, shrubs and floral planting beds. The site contains

an abundance of mature trees in a wide variety of species, as well as more recent plantings.

Figures 42 & 43: Vegetation in Burial Areas as Seen in the Summer and Fall.

Species include Ash, Maple, Spruce, Swedish Aspen, Cedar, American Elm and Basswood.

Shrub plantings are primarily located along the edges of burial sections and include Caragana,

Lilac, Currant, Cotoneaster, Mugo Pine and Juniper.

Topography and Soil: The soil on site is identifred as sandy loam of glacial origins,

suitable for excavation in both wet weather and winter conditions. There has been some

concem in the past about high ground water levels in the veteran's section and the open grass

arcaatthe south west corner of the cemetery at 18th Street (Hilton, 2000).

Two Existing Buildings Visible to the Right
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Inventory III - Brandon Municipal Cemetery, Expansion Site

The current cemetery is expected to run out of usable land in the next eight to ten years

and the adjacent twenty-six acre piece of land directly to the east has been identifred as a suitable

site for expansion (see Inventory Map #2). This site is roughly triangular and is bordered to

the north by AberdeenAvenue and to the east by ten residential lots and a neighbourhood park.

Beyond Aberdeen Avenue, to the north, is a commercial development containing a variety

of 'big box' stores (see figure 44). This land to the north, and the expansion site itself was

originally owned by Gulf Oil. As a

result, the site expansion has been

considered unsuitable for residential

development due to concern that

petroreum based products had leached ill",iï:trXfs 
visible to the Right' Proposed Expansion site vis-

from the Gulf Oil lands and contaminated the soil in the expansion area. Although the land is

considered unsuitable for residential land use, it is perfectly suited for a cemetery development.

The soil composition on site is similar to that of the existing cemetery a sandy-loam of glacial

origins suitable for burial (Hilton Landmarks, 2000).

Topography and Drainage: As the existing cemetery was developed the land was

leveled. As a result, there is a considerable grade difference between the existing cemetery

lands and the proposed expansion site to the east. This grade change results in a slope roughly

following the property line between the existing cemetery and expansion site (see figures 45,

46 and 47). There is an approximate maximum grade difference of five metres between the

top and bottom of slope, while the maximum slope is roughly fiffy percent. The slope feathers

into the surrounding grades at Aberdeen Ave. and again along the south side of the site. The

existing cemetery drains primarily toward the north-east, onto the expansion site andAberdeen



Avenue to the north (see Inventory

Map #4). A culvert, running under the

Aberdeen Avenue entry, drains runoff

from a swale along the north side of the

existing cemetery into the expansion

site (see figure 50). This culvert moves

water into a drainage ditch that runs at

an angle through the site and collects

water, both from the existing cemetery

and the expansion site itself (see figures

48 and 49). There is little topographic

variation within the expansion site and

currently little or no drainage off-site to

surrounding areas.

Figure 50: Culvert atAberdeen
Ave. Entry

Figures 46 & 47: Slope as Seen in Summer and Winter. View
from Expansion Site Toward Existing Cemetery.

Figures 48 & 49: Drain-
age Ditch and Typical

Vegetation

Figure 45: Slope as Seen in Winter.
View From Existing Cemetery Toward
Expansion Site.



Vegetation: Currently, the site of the cemetery expansion is an undeveloped and un-

maintained field primarily covered in tall grasses, weeds and wildflowers (see figure 51). There

are some naturalized stands of aspen, oak, and a variety of shrub species along the ridge and at

the south side ofthe site (see figure 52). Wetter areas, along the periphery of the drainage ditch

and other local low points, contain reeds, cat tails and other moisture-loving species.

Figures 51 & 52: Typical Vegeta-

tion in Field and Woodlots

Future Land Use: Studies of the Brandon area and its surroundings have shown that

Brandon will require an estimated two hundred and eighty new burial plots per year for the

foreseeable future (identified by cemetery management as being the next forly years). To satisfu

this future demand, the proposed site will need to house a minimum of eleven thousand two

hundred burial plots. If this relatively low density (four hundred burials per acre) is increased to

eight hundred lots per acre, the burial density within the existing cemetery the new site could

be active for another seventy years, provided that the burial rates do not fluctuate significantly.

This seventy-year time period may be adequate to accommodate the proposed plot lease period

and the ûrst of the re-use cycles (discussed in Section 2,PartC). According to the Cremation

Association ofNorthAmerica (CANA) forty-seven point frve percent of Manitobans currently

opt for cremation over casketed burial, though this number is expected to increase significantly

in the future (Hilton Landmarks, 2000). The Brandon Municipal Cemetery however, has found

that the cremated remains they currently handle account for approximately frfty-three percent

of their total sales. CANA also projects that the total number of casketed burials in Manitoba



in 2010 will equate to less than thirty-five percent of the total burial numbers, a twenty percent

decrease that coincides with the eighteen percent decrease in casketed burials since the mid

1990's. The proportion of casketed to cremated remains is significant to the discussion of

burial capacity as a casketed burial requires a four by eight foot plot (roughly two and a half

square meters) while cremated remains only require two by two and a half feet þoint four

square meters). Furthermore, roughly five percent of cremated remains are not interred in the

cemetery context at all but taken home by the family and/or scattered (Belford, 2004).

Figure 53: The Popular Multi-use Pathway
Running Along the South Side of the Exist-

ing Cemetery and Expansion Site.
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B: DESIGN DISCUSSION

Design Concept

Before outlining the more practical, programmatic requirements of a landscape

development it is important to discuss the conceptual ideas that drive the design. The concept

is the message that fuels the art of design and transfonns a landscape from one that merely

performs on a functional level into a unique and meaningful place. Green cemeteries, by

their very nature, emphasize the temporal cycles of life, growth, death and renewal. In the

natural environment, the death and burial of the individual necessarily results in the growth

and survival of a host of other living things, perpetuating the health and survival of the natural

system as a whole. The modern cemetery and funeral industries, by emphasizing the importance

of protecting the body and other burial artefacts from natural decay and the landscape of burial

from change, have inadvertently produced landscapes in which the connection between the

death of the individual and renewal of the environment has been weakened.

The design proposed fro the Brandon Municipal Green Cemetery aims to re-establish

the connection between these natural cycles of life, death and regeneration, between the body

and the earth, on the physical, environmental and psychological levels. For the living user

of the landscape, the design provides an environment in which to connect to nature and ones

place within the cycle, to mourn, to heal and eventually to remember. The choice to be bwied

in the cemetery becomes, for the deceased, a very personal act of restoration. Burial within

the cemetery becomes a means to cleanse a once polluted landscape, while at the same time

helping to nourish the ecosystem and restore the natural links between death and regeneration.

The human body becomes an integral part of the landscape and, with time, of the land itself.

The design aims to speak of the natural processes of change and renewal. This dialogue



will occur on the aesthetic, functional and ideological levels. Natural processes of changes

are ongoing and occur below the ground and above, within the realms of the living and of

the deceased and can be both cyclical and progressive. Matter and energy flow from entity to

entity, through the strata of the soil, onto the land and back again. This constant flow can be

evident within cycles of seasonal change, progressive changes within the natural landscape

and weathering patterns on inert materials. The design aims to draw conscious attention to

the ground plane and the processes that are continually occurring under ground. Symbolic

representations of these processes will orient the user to the connections between life, death

and regeneration. This message is one that cuts across religious and cultural lines: Death

Nurtures Life.



Figure 55: Design
Program Diagram

Design Development

The design program for a North American cemetery development typically includes

2 components: the emotional and the functional. To the program for the Brandon Municipal

Green Cemetery, however, we can add a third category, the environmental. As with any healthy

natural system, these categories function as interconnected, rather than mutually exclusive,

elements (see figure 55).

The emotional program is centered on the

mourner and the deceased. Its primary mandate is to

ensure that the design meets the psychological and

ritual needs of mourners and provides a memorial to

the deceased. The functional program, meanwhile,

emphasizes the more pragmatic elements of site design

relating to use requirements and site operations. This may include issues such as circulation,

access, drainage and the physical requirements relating to burial. The functional program for

the site takes all users into account, from the mourner and deceased to the recreational user and

cemetery employee. The environmental program focuses on the restrictions and requirements

that allow the site to function in a 'green' capacity, a set of guidelines not generally included

in the design of the traditional cemetery landscape. These requirements center on the site and

cover realms such as appropriate materiality, construction, operation, maintenance and use.

The following outlines site specific design requirements that make up the emotional,

functional and environmental programs for the Brandon Municipal Green Cemetery.



a. General
. Site design should maintain the respectful and

sacred nature of the cemetery landscape while
emphasizing the conceptual design strategy.

x

. Some traditional cemetery language should
be incorporated into the design in order for the

landscape to be easily 'read'by the user.

X

. Existing site conditions, including vegetation

and topography should be maintained wherever
possible.

x

. All site features should be easily accessible to

those with physical disabilities such as restricted

mobility.

X X

. Primary sight lines should be maintained
throughout the site for safety, accessibility and to
promote a sense of comfort for the users.

X X

. Design, construction and installation of all
site elements should minimize maintenance
requirements, environmental costs and damage

to surrounding areas.

X

b. Vegetation

. Vegetation should be used to provide a variety
of environments, from the public and open to the
private and secluded.

x x

. Plantings should not occur across main sight

lines in order to maintain visibility into and

throughout the site.

X x



. Native plantings requiring low or no
maintenance and adapted to the specifrc site

conditions to be specified whenever possible.

. Where non-native plants are specified in the
design, they should be hardy, non-invasive and

require little or no maintenance.

. Invasive species to be removed from the

expansion site prior to construction and

restrictions to be placed on the future addition of
non-natives and invasive species.

. Areas planted with native grasses to be

separated from other planting zones using
suitable rhizome barriers.

. Only trees and shrubs resistant to burning
cycles should be specified within native planting
areas.

. Biodiversity and quality of habitat should be

maximized within the site.

. A vegetative buffer with a minimum width
of ten metres shall be established around the
perimeter of the site. Deep rooted plant species

are to be favoured within this zone, similar
buffers should also be established around areas

collecting surface drainage. These buffer zones

help to mitigate groundwater pollution that may
result from cemetery lands (Dent and Knight,
1998). Perimeter buffers also provide a sense

of entry and reinforce the notion of a sacred
precinct while separating the site from adjacent
land uses.



c. Drøinøge and Topogrøphy

. Existing drainage patterns and topography
shall be maintained at property line.

X

. Drainage should be handled on site and flow
through mechanisms such deep rooted vegetative
buffers and other natural filters to maintain
health and quality of surrounding ground water
(Dent and Knight, 1998).

X

d. Circulation

. Physical pedestrian and.ior vehicular
connections should be provided to link buriaV
cremation, memorial and contemplative zones.

X X

. Separate vehicular and pedestrian circulation
systems should be established throughout the
site.

x X

. Parking should be provided within easy

walking distance of burial areas to ensure

accessibility to all visitors.

X X

. Circulation systems should be laid out in such

a way as to promote wayfinding and access

throughout the site. A minimum of twenty-five
meters from secondary roadways within the
site to the centre of any burial area should be

maintained wherever possible.

x x

. Circulation and parking should be adequate

to accommodate an average funeral procession
of frfteen to twenty cars (Hilton, 2000).

x X



. Vehicular and pedestrian paths should link
the existing cemetery to the green cemetery

site. Direct vehicular access should be provided
from the existing service area to the burial zones

within the green cemetery site.

. IJse ofhard surface paving and paving
with high maintenance requirements and/or

environmental costs should be minimized
throughout the site.

. Adequate space and easy access to burial sites

should be made available for funeral and burial
rituals.

. An appropriate minimum burial period
should be established to allow the family and

community to properly mourn the loss of a loved
one (for the purposes of this practicum that
period is set at seventy-five years, see Section

2,Part C). Graves may be leased for this period
and at the time of lease expiry the holder may

have the option to renew. This re-use ensures the

continuous availability of land for burial.

. Markers identifuing the location of burial
and personal information of the deceased shall

be installed on all graves within the site. These

markers will be removed as the lease expires on

the plot.



. Burial zone should be large enough to
accommodate the estimated total burial
requirement over the seventy-five year lease

period before re-use can commence. For the
purposes of this practicum that number is
approximately twenty thousand plots.

. Burial of cremated and non-cremated remains
should be accomplished in such a way as to
minimize the environmental impact to the site.

. Small machinery with wide, soft treads should
replace heavy machinery for digging graves

in order to reduce damage to surrounding
vegetation and soil compaction.

. No stockpiling of soil. Soil removed from
the grave during burial shall be returned to the
grave.

. Turf layer removed from the grave site during
burial should be done so in such a way as to
maintain the integrity of that layer. Turf layer
should be conserved and returned to its original
location on the grave once the soil has been

replaced.

. Aminimum burial depth should be established

for remains in order to maintain the security of
the remains and to ensure there are no public
health concems (City of Brandon Cemetery
By-law, 2003). A maximum burial depth should
also be established in order to maximize rate of
decomposition.



. A minimum of one meter of subsoil to be

maintained below burial pit to reduce seepage of
un-purified wastewater into water table (Üçisik
and Rushbrook, 1998)

. Burial to be located a minimum of thirry
meters from any spring or watercourse, ten
meters from any field drainand two hundred and

fiffy meters from any well, bore hole or spring
supplying potable water in order to protect
groundwater health (Dent and Knight, 1998).

. No embalmed bodies, non-biodegradable
caskets, non-biodegradable casket hardware,
caskets made from endangered woods such

as tropical hardwoods, vaults, and non-
biodegradable liners or sealers will be buried on

site.

"f. Memoríøl ønd Contempløtion

. Site design shall incorporate a permanent
memorial to the deceased.

. A permanent record of the deceased

individual's personal information such as

n¿une, dates and other details shall be kept
by the cemetery for memorial, historical and
genealogical purposes.

. Markers identifuing the location of the burial
and personal information of the deceased shall
be installed on all graves within the site. These

markers will be removed when the burial lease

period expires.



. A method of displaying or providing access to
the grave marker once it is removed from the site

shall be established.

x x

. A variety of seating arrangements (individual
and group) and locations þublic/open and
private/secluded) shall be available for users of
the site.

x X

. All memorial and contemplative spaces should
be accessible to individuals with limited mobility
and other physical disabilities.

X x

g. Materiality and Mainten&nce

. Choice of materials shall support the design
concept whenever possible.

x

. A burning or cutting schedule shall be

established for prairie grass areas on an as-

needed basis and/or depending on environmental
conditions and species mixes.

X

. Direct access should be provided between the
existing maintenance sheds and the cemetery
expansion site.

X

. Individuals may not be permitted to add to or
remove vegetation or other elements from site.

X x

. No herbicides or pesticides to be used on
green cemetery site, vegetation specified should
not require irrigation.

x X



. Large machinery, when necessary shall be

restricted to roadways whenever possible in
order to reduce soil compaction.

Site Elements and SÍte Furníture
. Design of site elements and furniture shall
support the design concept whenever possible.

. Perimeter fencing and entry features should
promote the feeling of a sacred precinct within
the cemetery, provide a street presence and sense

of entry to the site while providing the ability to
close and secure the cemetery at night to comply
with the City of Brandon's Cemetery By-Law
(no.6632c. 2003)

. Furniture and site elements shall be designed,
constructed and installed in such a way as

to minimize maintenance requirements,
environmental costs and impacts to the site.

Educøtion ønd Historic Resources

. Educational and historic interpretive elements
may be incorporated on site in order to facilitate
appropriate and non-intrusive activities.
Examples of these activities may include
historical and genealogical research, ecological
or historic lectures, participation in the periodic
burning of prairie grasses and native seed
gathering.



. Recreational activities permitted on site should
be non-intrusive, non-destructive and appropriate
to the sacred nature of the landscape. Examples
of these activities may include nature walks, bird
watching and art activities such as sketching and
photography.

. Facilities for recreational use may be

incorporated into the site. Appropriate facilities
might include multi-use pathways for walking,
jogging, cross country skiing and cycling, should
be located away from the main contemplation,
memorial and mourning zones.

. A multi-use pathway should connect the site to
the existing pathway running along the southern
edge of the existing cemetery.



C: DETAILED DESIGN

Lives are coffrmemorated, deaths are recorded, families are re-

united, memories are made tangible, and love is undisguised.

This is a cemetery.

Communities accord respect, families bestow reverence, histori-

ans seek information and our heritage is thereby enriched.

Testimonies of devotion, pride and remembrance are carved in

stone to pay wann tribute to accomplishments and to the life, not

the death, of a loved one. The cemetery is a homeland for family

memorials that are a sustaining source of comfort to the living.

A cemetery is a history of people, a perpetual record of yesterday

and a sanctuary of peace and quiet today. A cemetery exists be-

cause every life is worth loving and remembering, always.

Anonymous.
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Topography und Drainage:

Topography and drainage pattems have not been

signifrcantly ahered. Surface drainage rvill be lundled on site

and moves predonrinanlly from the existing cemetery toward the

north-east into the expansion lands. Vegelative buffers have been

established along the slope to the west ofthe expansion site to

reduce florv and help purily surface and ground water. Planting

rvithin these lorv points rvould be tailored to take advantage of

the moist ground conditions. A low area to the north-west of the

site allorvs a large portion ofdrainage fronr the existing cemetery

site, cunently canied through a culvert under the existing entry

off Aberdeen Avenue (see figure 50), 1o be held within the

aspen parkland buffer zone. Srnaller lorv points existing on

the expansion site rvill be leveled and shallorv drainage srvales

added to sidervalk edges to acconrmodate thc minílnal amounts

of localized surface florv rvithin the burial areas thentselves.

Although there lìave been no changes rnade to the topography

at the property lines to the north, east and south, a ten meter

vegelative buffer lus been added alorìg the property line in order

1o absorb a portion of the ground water seepage and surface

drainage fronr the new cernetery development.
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Bwial Arcas:

The burial area will be seeded with grasses and forbs native

lo the local mixed grass prairie environnrent (see Vegetation Detail

l). The specific seed mixes rvill be tailored to include a variety of

colour, scent, texture and seasonal change rvhile providing habitat

for native birds and insect species. Periodic buming of lhe prairie

grasses will be conducted on an as-needed basis, in order to lnaintain

a healtlìy grassland environment.

Burial plots within the nrixed grass prairie area have been

oriented in an east west direclion with pedestrian paths running

along the rorvs ofplots from north to south. Shorter grasses that can

rvidlstand loot trafnc rvill be favou¡ed along paths running north-

south throughout the burial area in order to lnaintain easy access to

and visibility ofthe grave site. A combination ofshort and mid height

grasses rvill be used on the graves lhenrselves. The burial layout

minìics the current plot layout rvithin the existing cenretery as rvell

as the traditional westem organization. The choice to maintain these

itandards rvas based bolh on their conceptual inrportance rvithin our

culture and the inherent efñciency of the linear organization. Burial

capacity rvas an important consideration and this layout allows for

maximum burial numbers rvilhin an acceptable density. This regular

layout has the added benefit ofproviding lhe mourner with an easily

accessible and familiar pattern.

The nature ofthe green burial requires that the use ofvaults

be prohibited within the burial area. This restriction, coupled witlì

the requirement that all soil be replaced rvithin the plot once burial is

complete, rvill result in some mounding ofthe earth on the grave and

a gradual settling over time. This nrounding and subsequent settling

serves both environmental and conceplual purposes. Conceptually,

lhe slorv retum oflhe ground plane to ils original state represenls the

physical return ofthe body to the earth. As more and ¡nore individuals

are interred on site, the ground plane ofthe cenretery itself rvill begin

to take on a rippled appearance that moves and changes with time.
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Species illustrated:

Big Bluestem (Andropogon geratdi)

Black-eyed Susan (Rudåeckia serti na)

BIue Grama Grass (Bouteloua gracilis)

Canadian Milkvetch (Astt'agalus canadensis)

Canadian Wild Rye (Elynus canadensis)

Cut-Leaf Anemone (Ane none nul t ¡fda)
Dotted Blazingstar (Liatris ptutclata)

(Vflnce, Jowsey, McLean ud Switzer, 1998

Johnson,Lmainc. l00lìasyøGxnvNativcPlontsforCanødíanGarclcncrs.Toro\to: Raldo¡nHouse, 1999.)

Hair Grass (.4grostis scabra)

Heart-leaved Alexandeß (Zizia apte ra)

Little Bluestem (Schizachyriun scorparinn)

Pink-fl owered O nion (A I I imn ce rnunn)

Prairie Chord Grass (Spartina pectinata)

Prairie Crocus (Anenone patens)

Prairie Lily (Lilinn philadelphicunt)

Purple Prairie Clover (Petalostenon purpueutt)

Rough Blazing Slar (Liatris dspera)

Shorvy Sunfl ower (H e I i ant hus lent i cul ari s)

Slender Wheat G rass (Agropygon trachycaulun)

Smooth Aster (,4ster laevis)

Westem Wild Bergamot (Monardafstulosa)

Wild Blue Flax (Linum løvisii)
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Cremation Zone:

The cremation zone within the site has been given special consideration as evidence

shows that the popularity of cremation in North America is on the rise. A direct pedestrian

link has been plovided from the proposed chapel/crematorium and existing columbarium and

cremation burial areas to the new cremation burial zones and ash scattering area. Two burial

zones have been added, one traditional burial area within the existing cemetery's boundary

and a green burial area within the mixed grass prairie zone. The green burial area for cremated

remains limits interment to the cremated remains of un-embalmed bodies and prohibits the

burial of urns and other non-biodegradable containers. In addition to the two burial areas, the

cremation zone incorporates an area for scattering cremated remains, a popular alternative to

burial. This zone is separated from the burial and other areas by a sculptural berm planted with

prairie grasses to the west, a sculptural wall to the north and formal groves to the south and

east. Moumers stand at the top of the slope on an elevated boardwalk and scatter their loved

one's ashes into the spruce grove below (see Design Detail 2, Perspective 3). The portion of

grove designed to receive ashes is bowrded by the memorial wall and inaccessible.
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Oak Bluff Seating Areas:

Serni-private seating areas are provided within the mixed-grass prairie burial zone fbr

the use of mourners and other visitors (see Design Detail 1, Perspective 2). These seating areas

provide a view of the burial zones and are sheltered from sunounding roads and harsh climatic

conditions through strategic placement of berms and planting. Planting in these seating areas

includes mixed grass prairie species as well as grouping of Bur Oak (Quercus macrocarpa)

(see Vegetation Detail 2), afrre resistant and extremely long-lived species. Bluffs of this sort

are commonly found within the local native prairie landscapes.

Forntal Groves:

Formal groves included within the site run along the edge of the slope and aspen

parkland and form a striking visual counterpoint to both the naturalized parkland and prairie

burial areas. The formal groves are composed of two distinct types, the spruce grove and the

maple grove. The spruce grove contains rows of evenly spaced V/hite Spruce (PÌcea glaucct)

(see Vegetation Detail 2), a characteristic species in the area, that act as a formalized backdrop

to the memorial wall. The centre portion of the spruce grove is inaccessible to pedestrians and

serves as an area for the scattering of cremated remains. The maple grove, located at a high

point between the existing cemetery and expansion site, serves as an entry marker between

the two areas. This small grove contains rows of evenly spaced Amul Maple (Acer ginala)

(see Vegetation Detail 2), ahardy exotic species whose seed pods and leaves turn a brilliant

red colour in the fall. The evergreen nature of the spruce grove acts as a counterpoint to the

striking seasonal changes seen in the maple and a variety of species found in the aspen parkland

zone. The maple grove and adjacent sculptural berm enclose the scattering area and provide a

pedestrian walkway between the existing cemetery and green cemetery expansion site.



VegeÍative Buffer:

Running along the north, east and south sides of the green cemetery site is a ten

metre wide vegetative buffer. This buffer is composed of deep rooted American Elm (Ulmus

americana) (see Vegetation Detail 2) andhelps to mitigate any groundwater pollution resulting

from the existing cemetery and expansion sites. These elm also reinforce the perceptual

separation between the cemetery land and the surrounding areas, reinforcing the idea of the

cemetery as a sacred precinct. These plantings mimic those ruming along the northern edge of

the existing cemetery and visually connect the two.



Species illustrated:

White Spruce (Picea glauca)

(Remphrey, 1999)

VEGETATED BUFFtrR

Species illustrated:

American Ash (UInnrs antericana)

(Rernphrey, 1 999)

Species illustrated:

Amur Maple (lcer ginala)

(Remphrey,1999)

OAK BLUFFS

o
òo

Species illustrated:

Bur Oak (Quercus nncrocarpa)

(Rernpluey, 1999)
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Memorial Wall:

The memorial wall feature serves two primary functions: it presents mourners with a

ritual activity and maintains a permanent record of the deceased for historical and genealogical

¡esearch. The memorial wall is a dry laid stone wall running along the pedestrian pathways

throughout the site. Mourners will have the opportunity to choose a stone from the wall which

will then be inscribed with the name, dates and other information of the deceased and installed

as a marker on the grave (see Design Detail 3). When the burial period has expired the stone

will be replaced within the wall in chronological order. The stone then becomes a permanent

record of those that have been buried within the site. The wall is divided into two sections.

The first of these, running along the main green burial area, is reserved fbr those buried within

this zone. A second section of wall borders the cremation area and is reserved for the markers

of cremated remains. The wall bordering the cremation zone also has a secondary purpose,

restricting access into the wooded areas used for the scattering of cremated remains.

At the north and south pedestrian entry points to the walkway, as well as at the westem

edge of the site, the walls end by gradually disintegrating into the ground plane (see Design

Detail 5, Perspective 8). Functionally, these points of disintegration lead the eye of the viewer

into the cemetery and act as entry markers to the pedestrian zones. Conceptually, they reinforce

the connection between the viewer and the ground plane and act as a reminder of the gradual

return of all elements to the earth.
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Perspective 4 - Choosing a Marker from the Memorial Wall

Kev Plan - Not To Scale

lj'igurc 62 & óJ. Frooì'Wood', Andy GoldsrvonhyDetail Plan, Memorial Wall - Scale l:600



Scttlptural Wall:

The sculptural wall feature is a long, sloped stone wall originating from within the

sculptural berm, adjacent to the cremation scattering zone, and ending within the burial area

to the north east. The center of the wall is hollow and contains a water rill that flows down

its length and disappears into the ground at the wall's eastern most end (see Design Detail 4).

Conceptually, this feature represents the cyclical progression of life, death and regeneration,

the emergence from and eventual return of all living creatures to the earth. As it moves from

west to east, it becomes lower in elevation until the structure of the wall itself dissolves into the

water rill at its center. The face of the wall is constructed of thin sheets of black shale common

in the area and references soil horizons found below the ground plane. These thin layers of

shale follow the slope of the wall as it moves from west to east. The orientation of the wall

follows the geometry of the rows of formal planting within the spruce and maple groves. This

orientation, as well as the scale of the feature, ensures that its shadow will noticeably vary with

season and time of day. More functionally, the sculptural wall provides a visual orientation

marker within the site and shelters the ash scattering zone and portions of the pedestrian

pathway from the primary entrance offAberdeen Ave.

f-igure 65: Sculptural Wall Elevation



Key Plan - Not To Scale

Detail Plan, Sculptural Wall at Crema-
tion Zone - Scale l:600

Perspective 5 - View Along Sculptural Wall from Cremation Zone

Detail Plan, Sculptural Wall at Burial Zone Perspective 6 - Watcr Feature and Oak Bluff at End of Sculptural Wall
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Aspen Parkland Zone:

This naturalized area, running along the properly line between the existing cernetery

and expansion sites, is planted with species native to the aspen parkland (see Vegetation

Detail 3). The zone acts as a physical and conceptual division between the original, traditional

cemetery and the ne% green cemetery landscapes. The area will provide habitat for wildlifè,

such as birds, while stabilizing the existing slope and functioning as a vegetative buffer for the

reduction of surfäce and groundwater runoff. The Aspen Parkland zone incorporates several

informal walking paths that run between cemetery sites. These pedestrian paths are designed

for low-impact recreational activities such as bird watching and photography (see Design

Detail 5, Perspective 7).

P e de s tri an Circulation :

There are four basic cornponents to the pedestrian circulation system within the

cemetery expansion site. The first is a system of paved sidewalks that follow the road layout

and provide access fiom on-street parking to the burial areas (see Design Detail 5, Perspective

8). The second is a series of linear paths through the mixed grass plairie burial zones providing

access to the grave itself. The third pedestrian zone is a meandering two meter wide, crushed

limestone pathway that follows the edge of the formal groves. This pathway allows the visitor

to view the memorial wall and provides pedestrian access between the existing and green

cemetery sites, cremation zone and existing multi-use pathway. The fourth, and least formal of

the pedestrian circulation systems, is a series of loose woodland trails within the aspen parkland

zone. These infomal recreational trails are suitable f'or short nature walks, and activities such

as photography and bird watching (see Design Detail 5, Perspective 7)-



Vehicular Circul ation :

The vehicular circulation system within the site follows the patterns established within

the existing cemetery. This layout has several distinct advantages including the perceptual

comection it creates between the existing cemetery and expansion areas. The geometric

organization of this circulation system provides the most accessible layout fbr the user, both in

terms of wayfinding and because it limits walking distance from a car parked along the road

into the center of each burial area. Environmentally, the geometric layout represents the most

efficient use of materials thereby reducing the amount of paved surface required. The system

provides three vehicular access points into the site, one primary entrance off Aberdeen Avenue

and two secondary entry points from the existing cemetery lands. Roads are concrete (requiring

less maintenance and having a lower envirorunental cost than asphalt), and are flanked on both

sides by a pedestrian sidewalk. A formal parking lot has not been provided. however on-street

parking is allowed.
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Species illustrated:

Balsam Poplar (Popul us bal san ife ra)

Beaked Hazel (Corylus cornula)

Black Ash (Frastinus nigra)

Highbush Cranberry (Viburnun trilobzun)

(Rernphrey, 1999)

Redosier Dogrvo od (C o rnus se rice a)

Saskatoon (A ne I anc hi er al neþl ia)

Speckled Alder (l lnus incana)

Trembling Aspen (P opul us t re nnil oi de s)
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Perinteter Wall:

The perimeter rvall is one example of an element of tladitional cemetery language

incorporated into the site. The perimeter wall is of mortared stone with a black iron fence

running along its cap. The iron fence will be similar to the fènce currently installed around

portions of the existing cemetery, thereby visually connecting the two. Two stone pillars mark

the main entry to the green cemetery, off Aberdeen Avenue,

and each point of entry onto cemetery land is equipped with

a black metal iron gate. These gates and stone pillars act as

entry markers, provide the cemetery with a street presence

and identiff the limits of a sacred precinct. More functionally,

they restrict cemetery access to hours of operation, while

maintaining views into the landscape.

! !i:;,t. ..
: .' j', ::

Figwe
Gates

71;.Perimeter Wall and Entry

Service Area:

As requested by the cemetery administration, the two buildings located within the

existing cemetery have been relocated. The main service building, containing ofÊces and

parking for equiprnent and cemetery staff, has been reoriented and moved to reduce its presence

and visibility within both the existing cemetery and expansion site. A direct vehicular access

road is provided fi om the service area into the green cemetery site. The second building, to the

south of the service area, has been converted into a small chapel and crematoria, the purpose

for which it was originally built. A direct pedestrian link is made between this structure and the

cremation zone while vehicular access into the expansion site is located adjacent to the service

building.



CONCLUSION

"On no subject aÍe our ideas more warped and pitiable than

on death. Instead of the friendly union, of life and death so

apparent in Nature, we are taught that death is an accident, a'

deplorable punishment for the oldest sin, the archenemy of life.

But let children walk with Nature, let them see the beautiful blendings

and communions of death and life, their joyous inseparable unity, as

taught in woods and meadows, plains and mountains and streams of

our blessed star, and they will learn that death is stingless indeed, and

as beautiful as life, and that the grave has no victory for it never fights.

All is divine harmony. "

(John Muir, A Thousand Mile \Italk,1868)



This practicum has explored the various effects, both positive and negative, that the

traditional North American cemetery has had on its environmental and cultural contexts. The

green cemetery, a model based on a mandate of environmental sustainability, was presented

as an alternative option to our typical cemetery design strategy. The green cemetery was then

used as a framework to generate the design of a northern prairie cemetery landscape, the

expansion to the Brandon Municipal Cemetery, a public multi-denominational cemetery in

Brandon, Manitoba.

Historically, the cemetery was a product of the community in which it was located. The

historical, social, cultural, political and environmental contexts were represented in a way that

fostered integration with and a connection to the local community. As the modern cemetery

has become increasingly commercial, however, the individual characteristics of earlier

developments have given way to standardization and an economically driven design strategy.

This homogeneity is reinforced by the high levels of maintenance and restrictions on personal

commemoration that typify these landscapes. They are neither designed to reflect their context

nor do they grow to reflect them over time.

It has been shown that traditional cemeteries, generally designed in the 'lawn park'

or 'memorial park' style, are having an increasingly negative impact on the environment.

This impact is typically the combined effect of heavy maintenance regimes that introduce

biocides and fertilizers into the landscape and traditions geared towards preserving remains of

the deceased, such as embalming and encasing the body in sealed caskets and vaults. These

traditions have arisen from an increasing emphasis on profit within the funerary industry and

the connection the industry has forged between peÍnanence of memory and perpetuity of the

remains. The outcome of these factors is a burial environment that is artifrcially maintained

both above and below ground.

Each green cemetery, on the other hand, is designed in response to a specific local



environmental and cultural milieu. By their very nature, these landscapes are intimately

connected to their context and represent a method of reintegrating the cemetery with the

surrounding community. Unlike the modern cemetery the green cemetery embraces the natural

processes of change. Remains are un-embalmed and often buried in shrouds or biodegradable

coffins. The sites are minimally maintained, favouring the use of native plantings and, in some

cases, plots are reused on a cyclical basis appropriate to the local environmental and cultural

contexts.

Despite the drawbacks of the traditional modem cemetery, these landscapes have

been shown to play a significant cultural and social role. The cemetery provides a space for

commemoration, an appropriate setting for mourning, an historical and cultural resource, while

providing a space for recreation and acting as a passive green space within the urban and sub-

urban contexts. It has been suggested that, not only does the green cemetery also fill these

important roles but the natural landscapes they provide are inherently therapeutic (Kaplan and

Kaplan, 1989). These landscapes also provide a setting for environmental education and a

positive ecological legacy for the deceased. The green cemetery becomes a place for bereaved

and non-bereaved alike to find a connection to the natural environment.

The design for the Brandon Municipal Green Cemetery draws on the previous research

findings to propose a layout and set of programmatic guidelines appropriate for its cultural

and environmental context. Programmatic requirements incorporate the emotional and

functional realms, typically associated with the cemetery landscape, though they also take into

consideration the environmental realm. The conceptual design is based on the connections

between the natural cycles of life, death and regeneration, re-established in the green cemetery

model. These connections can be felt on an individual as well as an environmental lever, as the

bereaved are given the chance to mourn, heal and eventually to remember.
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A: GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Ashes or Cremains: Usually used to describe the remains after cremation, they are actually purified

human skeletal remains or fragments. An average adult weighs from 3 to 9 pounds (Iserson,

1994).

Burial: the disposal of the dead body. The words come from the Teutonic Anglo-Saxon bigan, to

conceal or hide away. The term is commonly used to mean inhumation (Fulle¡ 1998).

Catacomb: Underground cemetery with tunnels and recessed rooms dug out for tombs and coffins

(Iserson, 1994).

Cemetery: a site dedicated to the burial of human remains. (lserson, 1994) From Greek koimeterion or

sleeping chamber or burial place, from koiman to put to sleep (l5th century) : a burial ground

(Merriam-Webster, 1 988).

Charnel house: from Lower Latin carnal¿'s of the ffesh: a building or chamber in which bodies or bones

are deposited (Merriam-Webster, 1 988).

Chernozemic Order: Black, dark brown and brown soils which have developed under grasslands.

Leaclring is limited and the organically enriched upper horizon (Ah) is prominent. A common

feature of the soils in this order is a dominance of Calcium in the B and C horizon.

Churchyard: a yard that belongs to a church and is often used as a burial ground (Meniam-Webster,

1 e88).

Coffin: any container in which a dead body is places, also called a casket (Hanzlick, 1994).

Columbarium: the structure containing recessed memorial niches for cremated remains. In modern

structures, the niches are faced with protective glass, bronze, or marble. (Iserson, 1994) From

Latin for dovecote, from columåa or dove 1: a structure of vaults lined with recesses for
cinerary urns 2: a recess in a columbarium (Merriam-Webster, 1988).

Commemoration: 1: to call to remembrance,2: to mark by some ceremony or observation, 3: to

serve as a memorial of (Merriam-Webster, 1988).

Conservation: Refers to a physical intervention in the fabric of the landscape tp prevent a further

deterioration.

Cremation: the process of using heat and evaporation to reduce human remains to bone fragments

(Iserson, 1994).

Crematorium: also known as a crematory; the building or portiott of a building that houses the

cremation chamber and facility to hold the body. It also refers to the surrounding facilities,

including chapel, columbarium, garden, etc... (Iserson, 1994).
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Cryonic Suspension: The freezing of a human who has died of a disease, at an extremely low

temperature, in hopes that tlie body may be resuscitated after medical science improves. Also

referred to, by its proponents, as cryonic preservation (Iserson, 1994).

Crypt: subterranean burial vault or chamber, often beneath the floor of a church, in which a body

is placed. Modern cemeteries also refer to the space in above-ground mausoleums as crypts

(Iserson, 1994).

Decay: from Lower Lalindecaderetofall, sink l: to decline from a sound orprosperous position 2:

to decrease gradually in quantity, activity or force 3: to fall into ruin 4: to decline in health,

strength or vigor 5: to undergo decomposition (Merriam-Webster, 1988).

Decomposition: (1785) l: to separate into constituent parts or elements or into simpler compounds 2:

to break up into constituent parts by or as if by chemical process (Merriam-Webster, 1988).

Decomposer: (1959) any of various organisms (as many bacteria and fungi) that return constituents

of organic substances to ecological cycles by feeding on and breaking down dead protoplasm

(Merriam-Webster, 1988).

Direct Burial: burial of a body without prior viewing, embalming, or cosmetic restoration, usually

followed by a memorial service (Iserson, 1994).

Embalm: from Old French em t basmeor balm l: to treat (a dead body) so as to protect it from decay

2: to fill with sweet odors, perfume 3: to protect from decay or oblivion, preserue 4: to fix in a

static condition (Meniam-Webster, 1988). In modern times, embalming is the replacement of a

corpse's fluids with disinfecting and preserving chemicals.(Iserson, 1994).

Entomb: placement of the casketed body in an above ground mausoleum (Iserson, 1994). To deposit

in a tomb (Meniam-Webster, 1988).

Funerat: an organized, purposeful, time-limited, culturally-regulated, group-centered, response to

death in which the body of the deceased is present for all or part of the rite (Iserson, 1994)'

Grave: an excavation for burial of a body. (Iserson, 1994) From Old English gralan to dig (12'h century)

2: an excavation for burial of a body 2: death (Meffiam-webster, 1988).

Grave liner: a term sometimes used interchangeably with Vault, it is a concrete enclosure assembled

at the grave site for the coffin. It is supposed to prevent collapse of the ground above (Iserson,

t9e4).

Grave marker: a monument to the deceased at the grave site (Iserson, 1994) also called a gravestone.

Graveyard z (1 7 7 3): cem etery (Meniam-Webster, I 9 8 8).

Inhume: fiom Latin humus meaning earth: bury inter. (Meriam-Webster, 1988) Burial in the earth in

pits, graves, mounds, vaults, holes, in the ground or in caves (Fuller, 1998)'
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Inter: to deposit (a dead body) in the earth or in a tomb (Merriam-Webster, 1988).

Lot: any location established for use as a grave (From the Brandon City By-Law), also called a plot.

Mausoleum: an above ground structure, usually of stone, in which bodies are entombed, usually within

areas called'crypts'(lserson, 1994)From Greek mausõleion from Mausolos 353 BC rulerof
Caria l: a large tomb, usually a stone building with places for entombment of the dead above

ground 2: alarge gloomy building or room (Merriam-V/ebster, 1988)'

Memorial: 1: something that keeps remembrance alive as in a) monument, 2: something that

commemorates (Merriam-Webster, I 988).

Memorial niche: the enclosed space in which and urn with the ashes of a cremated body resides

(Iserson, 1994).

Memorial park: a cemetery where grave are marked with markers flush to the ground instead of with

monuments or gravestones (Iserson, 1994).

Memorial service: a funeral without the body present (lserson, 1994).

Monument: 1 : a burial vault: sepulcher, 3: a) a lasting evidence, reminder, or example of someone or

something notable or great, b) a memorial stone or a building erected in remembrance of a

person or event (Meniam-Webster, 1988).

Native Species: a species that is a part of an area's original fauna or ffora (Nerberg, 1995).

Naturalization: the replication of a natural landscape, not necessarily following ecological

principles.

Ossuary: a structure such as a small house or cave in which cleaned human bones are deposited after

collection, also called a bone house (Fuller, 1998).

Pilgrimage: I . the journey of a pilgrim; est.: one to a shrine or sacred site (Merriam-Webster,

1988).

Potters Fields: a public burial place of paupers, unknown persons and criminals (Meniam-Webster,

1 988).

Regeneration: in the ecological sense, a natural process af\er amajor intervention has drastically

altered the character of a landscape. Re-growth of existing species and plant communities on

the disturbed site occurs from the remaining vegetation.

Remains: a corpse or its parts (Iserson, 1994).

Restoration: Refers to a landscape that is entirely reconstructed, generally the re-creation of a vanished

landscape or the re-habilitation ofa landscape disturbed by an alternative use.
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Ritual: a prescribed order of performance, typically but not always within a religious setting

(Meekison, 1998).

Sacred: worthy of or regarded with reverence, awe or respect (Rugg, 1998) From the Latin sacrare

meaning dedicated or holy (Fuller, 1998).

Sacred Landscape: an outdoor space that contains or is entirely of itself a sacred space (Fuller,

1 ee8).

Sepulcher: a burial chamber such as a vault of crypt (Hanzlick, 1994).

Shroud: a white garment, often resembling a long-sleeved niglttgown, in which corpses are buried

(Iserson, 1994).

Sustainable Ecosystem: one that, over the normal cycles of disturbance events, maintains its

characteristic diversity of major functional groups, productivity and rates of biogeochemical

cycling (Chapin, 1996).

Tomb: includes any grave or place of burial, but generally refers to a small, above ground structure for

entombment of individuals or families (Hanzlick , 1994). I : a) an excavation in which a corpse

is buried b) a place of interment,2: a house, chamber, or vault for the dead formed wholly or

partially in the earth or entirely above ground (Merriam-webster, 1988).

Unsustainable practices: a practice that result in natural resource and species loss, habitat destruction

and pollution of the air, land and water (from Dan's lecture notes).

Urn: a receptacle designed to permanently encase cremated remains (lserson, 1994).

Vault: burial structure or chamber, often arched, usually made of stone. Also, a prefabricated receptacle

into which a casket and its contents is put, which is generally made of steel, concrete, fiberglass,

or copper. The claim is that it prevents the ground from caving in and protects the casket from

the elements (Iserson, 1994).

Viewing: a common North American Christian funerary custom in which friends and relatives see the

corpse and visit with the family (Iserson, 1994).

Sources:

Fuller, Sharon Beirne. Cemeteries as Sacred Landscapes. Master's Thesis, University of
Texas at Arlington, 1998.

Ha¡¿lick,R. "Embalming, Body Preparation, Burial, and Disinterment: An Overview

for Forensic Pathologists." American Journal Of Forensic Medicine And

P atholo gt. 15, 2 (1994): 122.
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Iserson, K.Y. Death to Dust: what happens to dead bodies? Arizona: Galen Press Ltd., 1994.

Meekison, Lisa and Higgs, Eric. "The Rites of Spring: The Ritualizing of Restoration."

Restoration and Management Notes. 16, Summer (1998):1.

Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, 10tr' edition. Springfield, Massachusetts: Merriam-
'Webster, Inc.,1997.

Rugg, J. "A few remarks on modern sepulture: current trends and new directions in cemetery

research." Mortalíty. 3, 2 (1998):11l-128.
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B: MIXED GRASS PRAIRIE SPECIES INDEX

Plant Species Index for the Moist Mixed Grassland:

Primary Graminoids (% in clay soil):
Agt'opyron dasystachyum - northern wheatgrass (12%)
A. trachycaulum - slender wheatgrass (10%)
A. sntithii - western wheatgrass (15%)
Bouteloua gracilis - blue grama (5%o)

Carex eleocharis, - low sedge (5% sedges)

C. filiþlia - thread-leaved sedge

C. pensylvanica, - sun-loving sedge

Elymus Canadensis - Canadian wild rye (5%)
Festuca halii - plains rough fescue (5%)
Koeleria gracilis -june grass (10%)
Stipa comata - needle and thread grass (5%)
S. curtiseta - porcupine grass (23%)
S. viridula - green needle and grass (5%)

Secondary Graminoids:
Agrostis scabra - tickle grass

Andropogon scorpius - little blue stem

Calamovilfa longifolia - sand reed grass

C. ntontanensli - plains reed grass

Carex obtusata - blunt sedge

Danthonia intermedia - timber oat grass

Deschampsia caespitosa - tufted hair grass

Festuca ovina - sheep fescus

Heliuonichon hookerí - Hooker's oat grass

Muhlenbergia cuspidate - prairie muhly
M. richardsonis - mat muhly
Orzopsis hymenoides - Indian rice grass

Poe canbyi - canby blue grass

P. cusickii - early blue grass

P. secunda - Sandberg's blue grass

Sparina gracilis - alkali chord grass

Sporobolus cryptandrus - sand dropseed

Primary Forbs and Shrubs:
Achillea milleþlium - yanow
Anemone palen,s - crocus
Antennaria microphylla - small-leaved everlastings
Artemisia ludoviciana - Prairie sage

Aster ericoides - many-flowered aster

A s tr a galus flexuo s us - slender milk-vetch
A. peclinatus - narrow-leaved milk-vetch
Chrysopsis villosa - hairy golden aster

Erigeron glabellus - smooth fleabane
Gaillardia aristata - gaillardia
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Geunt triflorunt - three-flowered avens

Gutierrezia sarothrae - common broomweed

Haplopappus spinulosus - spiny ironplant
LiaTris punctata - dotted blazingstar

Ly gode snti a j unc e a - skeletonweed

Malvastrum coccineum - scarlet mallow
Petalostemon purpureum - purple prairie clover

Phlox hoodii - moss phlox
P otentilla bipinnatifolla - plains cinquefoil
P. hippina - wooly cinquefoil
P. pensylvanica - prairie cinquefoil
Psoralea argophylla - silverleaf psoralea

Ratibida columnifera - coneflower
Solidago missouriens¡'s - low goldenrod

S. rigida - stiffgoldenrod
Therntopsis rhombifolia - goldenbean

l4cia Americana - wild vetch

Secondary Forbs:
Allium textile - prairie onion
Artemisia cana - hoary sagebrush

Aster laevis - smooth aster

Astragalus b isulcatus - two-grooved mi lk-vetch

A. sniatus - ascending purple milk-vetch
A. crassicarpas - ground-plum
Atriplex nuttallii - Nuttall's atriplex
C h eno p o d ium I ep t ophyl I um - narr ow -l eaved goo sefoot

Comandra pallida - pale comandra

Erigeron caespitosus - tufted fleabane

Erigonum flavum - yellow unbrellaplant
Eurota lanata - winterfat
Galium boreale - northern bedstraw

Gaura coccinea - scarlet gaura

Glycyrrhiza lepidota - wild Iicorice
Hymenoxys richardsonü - Colorado rubberweed

Linum lewisii - wild blue flax
L. rigidunt - yellow flax
L itho sp ennum inc i s unt - narrow-leaved puccoon

Lomatium villosum - hairy-fruited parsley

Orthocarpus luteus - owl's clover
Penstemon albidus - white beardtongue

P. gracilis - lilac-flowered beardtongue

P. nitidus - smooth blue beardtongue

P. procerus - slender beardtongue

Psoralea lanceolata - lance-leaved psoralea

Sisyrinchiunx monÍanum - blue-eyed grass
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From: Nernberg, Dean. 'îlative Species Mixtures for Restoration in the Prairie and Parkland

Ecoregions of Saskatchewan." Canadian Wildlife Services, Environment Canada. 1995.

Common Bird and Butterflies of the Manitoba Tall Grass Prairie:

Birds:
LeConte's Sparrow - Ammodramus leconleii
Nofthem Harrier - Circus cayaneus

American cror¡/ - Carvis brachyrhynchos

Bobolink - Dolichonyx orzivorus
Savannah sparrow - Passerculus sandwichenses

Vesper Sparrow - Pooecetes gramineus

Clay-Coloured Sparrow
Western Meadowlark - sturnella neglecta

Sharp-tailed Grouse - þmpanuchus phas inanellus

Butterflies:
Common Wood Nymph - Cercyonis pegala
Gorgone Checkerspot - Chlosyne gorgone

Ringlet - Coenonympha tullia
Monarch - Danaus plexippus
Orange Bordered Blue - Lycaeides Melissa
Powersheik Skipper - Oarisma powesheik
Black Swallowtail - papilio polyxenes

Greenish Blue - Plebejus saepiolus

Long Dash Skipper - Polites mYstic

From: Reaume, Tom. "Manitoba's Täll Grass Prairie: a field guide to an endangered space." Manitoba

Naturalists SocietY. 1993.

Typical Plants of the Fescue Prairie, Central and Eastern Regions:

Grasses:

Plain's Rough Fescue
rWestern Porcupine Grass

Wild Oatgrass

Hooker's Oatgrass

Forbs:

Prairie Smoke
Seneca Root
American Hedysarum
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Shrubs:

Shrubby cinquefoil
Western Snowberry

From: Trottier, G. C. A Landownerb Guide: conservation of Canadian prairie grasslands. Edmonton:

Minister of the Environment, Environment Canada, Western and Norther Regions, 1991.

Other References:

Britton, N.L. and Brown, A. An lllustrated Flora of the Northern United States and Canada,Yolumes

14. 2"d Edition. New York: Dover Publications. 1970.

Communications Branch . A Landowner's Guide: Conservation of Canadian Prairies Grasslonds.

Edmonton: Environment Canada. 1992.

Coupland, R.T. 1950. Ecology of mixed prairie in Canada. Ecol. Monogr.20:271-315.

Coupland, R.T. 1992. Mixed prairie. pp. 151- I 82. In: R.T. Coupland (ed.). Natural grasslands:

Introduction and western hemisphere. Ecosystems of the world 8a. Elsevier, New

York, N.Y.

Gilroy, D. Prairies Birds in Colour. Saskatoon: Western Producer Prairie Books. 1976.

Hummel, M. (Ed.). Endangered Spaces, the Future for Canada's Wilderness. Toronto: Key Porter

Books. 1989.

Johsdgard, P.A. Birds of the Great Plains, Breeding Species and their Distribution. Lincoln:

University of Nebraska Press. 1979.

Klassen, P., A.R. Westwood, W.B. Preston and W.B. McKillop. The Butterflies of Manitoba.
\üinnipeg: Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature. 1989'

Manitoba Natural Resources. Prairie Grassland Guidebook: A Management Manual. Winnipeg, 1990.

National Geographic Society. Field Guide to the Birds of North America. \ilashington, D.C. 1983.

Wilson, S.D. and Gerry, A.K. 1995. Strategies for mixed-grass prairie restoration: Herbicide, tilling,

and nitrogen manipulation. Restor. Ecol. 3 :290-298
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C: GENERAL DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES

NATI]RAL DEATH CENTRE:

Code of Practice for Members of the Association of Nature Reserve Burial Ground:

(1) Association members agree to take all reasonable steps for the conservation of local wildlife

and archaeological sites and to manage their projects according to sound and consistent ecological

principles. (Written evidence must be provided to the Association that the views of local or national

tona fide wildlife and archaeological organizations have been sought and that plans have been

modified as necessary to take account of any objections.)

(2) Association members must be in a position to guarantee the long-term security of both the graves

and the wildlife, and have a satisfactory plan for when the site reaches its capacity. (Except for local

authority sites, written evidence must be provided as to freehold ownershiP, anY mortgages on the

site, the legal title that clients receive, any planned transfer of the site to a wildlife charity or other

relevant factors. Give full details of the long-term security offered to clients.)

(3) Association members other than local authority sites must satisff the Association as to the

qualiry financial probity and non-indebtedness and relevant qualifications of their directors, trustees,

managing body or similar. (Adequate references must also be provided.)

(4) Association members accept for burial bodies whether wrapped in a shroud or placed in a

cardboard or wooden coffin or altemative container or wrapping, provided these are environmentally

acceptable.

(5) Association members will not require that a funeral director be used. Those using the Natural

Burial Ground will be informed that they may organize the funeral themselves, including conducting

any service. They may dig a single depth grave, subject to any equipment, training, safety or

regulatory constraints; and they may help with filling in the grave.

(6) Association members will keep a permanent record of exactly where each grave is. A copy of
the burial ground register entry will be made available to the client and the register will be open for

public inspection.

(7) Association members will either sell coffins and shrouds to clients or provide information as to

where these can be obtained.

(B) Association members, whose charges must be fair and reasonable, will provide fully itemized

price lists for potential clients on request, and will also reveal these prices on the telephone on

request.

(9) Association members will provide a copy of this Code of Practice to clients using their services,

and will have copies available on request for others.

(10) Association members will provide each client using their services with a feedback form,

either the site's own form or the Association's form, asking for the client's comments on the service

provided and for any suggested improvements, with a request that a copy of the feedback form be
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sent direct to the Association. This feedback form is to include the address and phone number of the

Association and to note that any complaints can be sent to the Association.

( 1 l ) Association members, if taking money in advance for funerals , agree to abide by the Financial

Services and Markets Act 2000 Regulation of Funeral Plan contracts.

( 1 2) Association members accept that in the event of a complaint from a client that is not dealt

with to the Association's satisfaction within three months of the complaint being made, the Natural

Burial Ground's membership will cease without refund. A serious complaint may result in immediate

suspension of membership whilst the complaint is investigated'

(13) Before rnembership is granted or renewed, the Association may require further evidence on the

above or any other relevant matters.

(14) provisional applicant members may join prior to having a site, but must provide the information

required to convert to full membership within ayear of their site opening

From: Natural Death Centre. London, England. 10 Aug. 2004 <http://www.naturaldeath.org.uk>

MBMORIAL ECOSYSTEMS:

Nuts and Bolts of Green Burial and Memorial Nature Preserve Design and Development:

The term ,'green burial" is also referred to as neo-traditional burial. In its simplest manifestation, it

involves only the burial process itself:

. No embalming

. No vaults

. Biodegradable caskets or shrouds

yes, this is legal, and is pretty much the practice of Orthodox Jews, Orthodox Greeks, some

monasteries, and Muslims. It is also environmentally safe for groundwater, as we can share with those

interested in specific documentation. Memorial Ecosystems goes much further in greening the entire

interment policy of the cemetery. We:

. Limit monuments to ecologically functional ones to keep a wild aesthetic (can provide

details).

. Limit the total number of burials to a small fraction of that at contemporary cemeteries (5-

l0% of the usual numberlacre). This is a key difference'

. Place interment areas in a way to minimize damage to existing diversity

. Developed burial techniques that preserve existing diversity and that offer opportunities to

utilize ground disturbance for plant introduction.

. tlse only appropriate species for introduction (and local genotypes ifavailable).
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As far as overall design, we:

. Develop comprehensive all-species surveys and make records available (except for special

sensitive species) to the Public'

. place infrastructure to minimize direct damage and fragmentation of wilder areas.

. Relocate plants disturbed by trails.

. Use "green" building materials and or recycle old buildings'

. Utilize water and energy-saving architecture when building new structures.

. Use xeriscaping techniques for plantings around infrastructure.

As far as operations, we:

. Contribute more than the required 10% of proceeds'

. Establish visitor limits for "back-country" areas of preserves and limit sizes of wedding and

funeral parties.

. Maintain life history archives of clients to substitute for elaborate markers'

. Provide less expensive burials (about l/2 o regular)

. Offer guìdelines for ecologically appropriate markers'

. Maintain a GIS data-base for interment locations'

. Encourage family participation.

. Offer facilities to local schools.

. Seek outside, independent assessment and oversight ofour operations.

At Ramsey Creek, \¡/e are participating with the local land trust that we helped create to save this

historic sanctuary from destruction.

In creating a memorial nature preserve the approach should include (not necessarily in order) :

. Identifuing potential institutional non-profit partners who will own the land or have

significant easement rights and oversight power'

. Identifuing and developing an outreach program for congregations and other community

institutions to get their input and blessings.

. Assessing local land protection efforts and the players involved.

. Identifuing local experts in restoration and other disciplines.

. Identifring key localmanagers'
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. Identifling specific tracts (sometimes this may be the first step if a landowner contacts us)

that mþhifit in well with our plans (need to assess traffic, land suitability, perform biological

and archeological surveYs, etc').

. Developing comprehensive knowledge of local zoning laws, state laws and key regulatory

players.

. Developing contacts and cooperators within the local funeral provider community'

Once we identiff the specific tract and key players, the next step is to negotiate an agreement for

MEI's involvement and to build a site-specific business plan'

From: Memorial Ecosystems,lnc. Legacy Newsletters. volumes 5, 2000.

<http ://www.memorialecos ystems.com>

Environmental and Social Responsibilities:

Land selection criteria:

The most important criteria would be that the activity of a type and intensity that a Memorial

Ecosystem pàrk will require would not degrade the site. We would not select a site deserving of a

higher level of protection than that afforded by ME'

other criteria are standard for the conservation cornmunity, with the following taken from a

compilation of criteria used in l7 different conservation evaluation plans, published in Wildlife

Conservation and Evaluation (Ushe, et.al. ,1986):

Diversity
Size

Naturalness, raritY

Threat of human interference

Amenity value, education value

Scientific value
Recorded history
Ecological fragilitY
Position in ecological/geographical unit

Restoration Potential
Uniqueness
Archeological interest

Management factors

Replaceability

Restoration potential and position in landscape would be higher for Memorial Ecosystems than it

might be foi organizations looking for pristine "cro\ ¡n jewel" areas to protect' "Management factors"

will also play an extremely important ràle, since ME is a for profit business. While archeological sites

could be protected within a larger park, MEI would not propose ground disturbing interments within

an archeological site itselfì
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Facility Managentent:

Dr. Chick Gaddy, a consulting biologist with many years of field experience will conduct botanical

and ecological surveys for exìsting native plant sfeðies and community locations' This survey will

be the basis for siting trails, visitor centers and pårking areas' and for determining areas most suitable

for interments. We will have additional site speàific consulting at the time of construction' The all

faiths,chapels will be relatively small, and cònstructed out of "green" building material' The Ramsey

Creek Nature preserve chapel *itt U" a timber frame structure constructed from horse-logged timbers

harvested from local forests being managed in a sustainable fashion. Landscaping around the chapel

will be with native flora, where pãssible using local genotypes, and will be appropriate for existing

soil moisture conditions (xeriscåping where indicated). Parking areas will use as little blacktop as

possible, and will use "green" pavers where practical'

lîsitor Management:

while MEI dreams of creating parks far larger than current memorial parks, our initial parks will

be substantially smaller than i,000 hectares. In a recent study of small protected area management

(curthoys, 1998), excellence was associated with a number of factors' Visitor management and a

clear mandate to put park protection first are essential factors in ensuring the long term ecological

health such parks. Becauså we are also providing a cemetery function, it is imperative that we address

the issues up front. Visitation is not inconsistent with healthy parks, but uncontrolled visitation could

be disastrous. While we do not expect the parks to draw huge numbers of people, our philosophy and

plan on visitation:

1) The main and most enduring monument our clients are leaving is a healthy, thriving natural

lándscape. protection of this attribute is our number one priority'

2) Family visitation is of higher priority than general public visitation.

3) The quality of the visitation experience willbe emphasized: minimize visitor impact' maximize

visitor experience.

4) some areas of the parks-the visitors centers, for exarnple, will be more or less open to the general

public. The wild areas of the parks will be open for trail hiking, although total numbers of visitors will

be limited if general visitation exceeds the carrying capacity of the site' Determination of carrying

capacity will rely on staffassessments, input fromã Preserve Board that will include clients and

fu,nify tf 
"li.ntr 

and from independent land protection organizations.

5) No .,offtrail,, walking will be tolerated unless specially arranged with park staff. Visitors may not

attempt vegetation *unãg"*"nt of interment sites' nor plant non-native species, etc (see below)'

6) Prior to sales closure, clients that desire "back country" burial will be made aware of special

limitations that might aPPlY.

Some interment areas will be handicap accessible, but some others will not' Some "back count4/"

interment sites will have extremely limited visitation. Transportation of caskets will be by pallbearers

or by horse drawn caissons along the main transportation routes (these will not be car accessible

roais¡. Where possible, trails will follow old logging roads'
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Interment Management:

Soil disturbance: After the general survey by Dr. Gaddy, burial sites will be selected. Burials will not

be spatially homogenous. Areas where previous disturbance has left fields or other relatively degraded

areas will te likely candidates for higher density interment and active ecological restoration, while

some sites (such as wetlands) will be off limits all together. Before marking the exact site, a secondary

survey of the specific burial area will be conducted by a trained botanist'

Because of the pre-need nature of the majority of sales, the total yearly burials will be a small

fraction of the total number of spaces sold. We have committed 10% of the price of each space to

park purchase and infrastructure development (and l0o/o to long term maintenance). If the cost of

in" piop"rty and park infrastructure development were $5,000/acre, and the entire expense was

retired ìnorg¡ buiial (actually cremains should play a large role), then only about2.5%o of the total

area would ever be diiectly iirtutb"d by grave digging activity-assuming a 6'x 8' grave. The yearly

disturbance rate would be less than a tenth of that. We would first select those burial sites with few if
any significant plant occufrences. we would also attempt to replant any significant plants removed,

unã *it replace the topsoil in situ. We think \¡/e can keep interment related soil disturbance to within

natural background liÅits isimitar to pit-mound soil disturbance), and can even use the disturbance to

re-vegetate'iith local cultivars of desirable, native plants where appropriate to restore degraded areas

within the preserves.

In fact, we hope to retire a significant portion of the park expense through cremains-which will take

up far less space.

Caskets:

No durable caskets will be allowed in Memorial Ecosystems nature park cemeteries. State law

requires only that the caskets be leak proof during interment. We will offer information on where to

puichase such caskets. Presently, our source offers simple wooden caskets, fiberboard and cardboard

caskets, all meeting state requiiements. We will work with the source to try to ensure the use of

green materials, although prãsently we cannot ensure that all materials in these sources are from

appropriately managed forests.

Embalming:

Because we are trying to implement a "dust to dust", cycle of life approach, and because of

the potential of toxic;moving into the environment, no toxic embalming fluid will be allowed'

Transponation of non-embalmed bodies across state lines does present a problem, but not an

insurmountable one. Apparently, infusion with saline can substitute. We will arrange for cold storage

where necessary.

Groundw ater/public health concerns :

Because we will ban toxic embalming fluids, the concern here is much less. We will avoid wetlands,

and will conduct soil tests. Where appropriate and/or where suggested by state agencies, we will

monitor groundwater.
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Monumentation/Vegetation management of grøve s ites :

The number of remains interred/acrelyear will actually be quite low, and the risk of any problem

developing from burial is both small and transient. We will consider adding soil amendments

(activated charcoal, etc.) to graves if indicated to decrease the possibility of significant environmental

contamination.

All graves sites will be located from surveyed, fixed permanent points, recorded on paper and

entered into a Geographical Information System computerized data base. This will allow managers

to precisely locate graves, even those where the clients choose not to use a stone marker. Each client

wiit Ue provided one page of personal information to be entered into the data base, ensuring that

basic information is archived. Because stone monumentation could detract from the visual quality

of the parks, grave markers will be tightly controlled. Those choosing "back country" sites will be

encouiaged tó forgo artificial markers. In some cases, natural stone or other natural features on site

"un 
,"*è to locate graves. However, because stones are valuable habitat for invertebrates and some

veftebrates, the parks will have strict policies about gathering native stones. We will not allow stone

caims or large non-native stones to be placed on gravesites. The possibility of using smaller stones

from offsite, but from the same general geological strata will be considered, and even encouraged

in areas where past human activities have depleted forest floor stones. These rocks could be plain,

inscribed with basic names and dates , or altered in other ways. Specifically, we will also allow

modification of these rocks by artists to create a more individualized marker as long as it fits in with

the preserve esthetic.

we will experiment with other, non-intrusive methods of locating graves.

Long TÞrm and Large Scale Vegetation Management:

The parks will be developed in a wide range of ecological settings, from more natural landscapes in

need of preservation to more degraded landscapes in need of restoration. As the Nature Conservancy

and other groups have found, preservation of certain elements in even "natural" settings can require

active -unug"¡n"nt. Knowing when, where and what to do will require input from the academic

community. Restoration is even more active, and more expensive. However, sites needing restoration

will give memorial nature park patrons an opportunity to leave behind at least one piece of the earth

in better shape because oftheir death care decisions.

All of the parks will have a permanent endowment to get the work done, equal to l0% of the purchase

price of the grave space. The company will also set up an advisory preserve board made up of pre-

need patrons, interested academics from regional universities, and appropriate state agencies and

NGOs to help monitor the parks, and to make suggestions about long term management.

We will also encourage the creation of a non-profit organization to accept memorial gifting to create

a fund over and abovã the l0%o fund generated by sales. Memorial gifting could accelerate restoration

efforts, or could even purchase additional land to enlarge the park. This organization would have

much overlap with the preserve board, and could be comprised of the same people.

The question of what happens after the park sells all burial and cremain spaces is a legitimate one.

Memorial Ecosystems will work with the state or with a NGO whose mission is to protect wildlands

to arrange long term protection assurance.
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The company will permanently close for profit sales operations when l0% of sales dollars have

covered the parkland acquisition and infrastructure development expenses. We will consider transfer

of ownershif to tlt" preserve board, but as mentioned above will work with outside organizations to

ensure a "safety net" for wildland protection.

At some time in the distant future, if the parks needed an additional influx of cash, additional burials

could help raise that money. AIso, as memory of the dead fades, it could be important that the

cemetery serve a new generation, to keep the ground more sacred in the eyes of the living. These are

issues that should be decided by subsequent generations, as long as the basic mission of wildland

preservation and restoration remains intact. Memorial Ecosystems will ensure that we make the right

commitments to save and restore native landscapes without hamstringing the future. All of our client

agreements will include a statement relating to the issue of additional non-profit interments in the

futu.e. As a for profit company, we would not want to create a competing entity in the short term, and

we feel that the density of burials will already be enough for the landscape to absorb over the next

few decades.

Memorial Ecosystems will be actively involved in restoration ecology research. Within 2 years,

we hope to co-host at least one academic conference on ecological restoration in the southern

piedmont, an area suffering from a dearth of research. We will offer our parks as living laboratories

for ecological restoration, and will incorporate cutting edge restoration science in our management

activities.

Social Program:

As many of us belìeve, ecological and social realms are interlwined. Our company product will be

of signiñcant social importance. Pure ecological considerations aside, we plan on developing many

of these parks within 30 minutes of major metropolitan areas. While many observers have rightfully

criticized cemeteries for gobbling up open space, our parks are being created with the express purpose

of maintaining usable open space. The Ramsey Creek Preserve will also designate 5%o of income to

watershed conservation work, that could include outreach projects.

Env ironmental G ifting :

While some companies pledge a percentage of profits to socially responsible projects, 25o/o of our

gross revenue will go to the parks and local watershed conservation. Ben and Jerry's Ice Cream' a

noted "socially responsible" business has on average devoted aboutT%o ofpre-tax profits to charity

(Cohen, Greenfield, lggT). We will also be spending substantial research dollars on identif,ing areas

appropriate for parks, and additional research dollars on such things as hosting academic conferences.

While in our start up phase, we will not be able to allocate substantial profits for outside charity. We

are giving 5% of grãsì receipts to conservation work in the Ramsey Creek watershed., and we pledge

to allocaæ some piofits for socially and environmentally responsible causes once our business is

secure, and hope to increase our environmental "efficiency" in the future.

Cooperafíng w ith Environmental Organizations :

As indicated above, we plan to involve land protection groups directly in park selection, planning and

long term management. We are willing to go another step.
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while we currently need cash to internally frnance additional parks' we will search for ways to

increase our environmental efficiency in the short term' One idea is to work with environmental

groups on projects. Because the standard sales costs are 5-10o/o,we will be willing to work with

groups to put ,o¡1" oftnuiexpense to work for the environment' MEI could donate a percentage of

each sale to a group member (or purchasing client introduced to MEI through group efforts) back to

a group project. We would be particularly interested in joint projects where the group was purchasing

additionar rand adjacent to the memoriar preserve. we áre arso interested in absorbing costs for larger

fro.¡""t, that incluãe otherwise prohibitively expensive parcels'

Education:

we will make our parks available for students of all ages' Because the parks will be extensively

surveyed for plant and community types prior to op"nìng, we will be an ideal site for nature study

classes, and will provide maps and other materials for ultiting students' We will be actively involved

in ecological research, and will co-operate with graduate students whom want to base a project on our

business or Parks.

ComnrunitY Action:

The study of small preserve management mentioned above (curthoys, 1998)' also emphasized a

multilevel approach from species to watershed, and working with communities on attitudes and

perceptions. The importance of establishing buffers is also mentioned' MEI will work with local

landowners to help protect adjacent tracts and other tracts within the same watershed' and to

show that habitat preservation is consistent with other cultural and religious values' we think that

establishing a tra¿itioì of in nature buriar can herp in increasing the respect for other natural areas as

well.

From:MentorialEcosystems,Inc'<http,llwww'memorialecosystelns'com>
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